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THE Rail Era
First Steam Powered Passenger Carrying Railway in the world
The first ever railway train in history ran between Stockton and Darlington on 27 September
1825 with Stephenson s’ Locomotion no.1. During this official opening of the line; the first
steam-hauled passenger train carried up to 600 passengers. The first passenger train was not
fast, taking two hours to complete the 12 miles (19 km) of the journey. Most of the passengers
sat in open coal wagons but one
experimental
passenger coach, resembling a wooden
shed on wheels and called "The Experiment", carried various dignitaries.
The 27th of September 1825 AD
“The events of this day proclaimed to all the world the advent through steam locomotive of a new
economic era. Steam ships were already plying the waters. but this day registered the conquest of
the land. For thirty years inventors had been working at the idea of using steam for traction. The
issue was decided when the mining industry already accustomed to the use of rails to enable the
horses to drag heavily weighted coal trucks ,employed the genius of George Stephenson of
Tyneside gradually to perfect a steam locomotive that gave supremacy to the rail over the road.”
George Macaulay Trevelyan
British History in Nineteenth CenturyAdvent of Rail Transport in India“Saturday the ,16 th April 1853 at 3.35 pm the first train started from Boribunder to Thane The 34
kms distance was covered in 57 mts to great delight of 400 passengers and a large crowd of
enthusiastic spectators “.
Bombay Times and Journal of Commerce 17 April 1853 .
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Chapter 1
Genesis of Rail based Transport Systems
Use of fixed and rigid pathway for bulk transportation
The idea of moving heavy cargo on carriages drawn by animals or humans with less effort and
higher speed, is the germinal concept of which modern rail transport system is a consummate
foliation .
The practice of running freight carts in tracks carved into rock dates back to ancient Greece The
earliest evidence of a railway was a 6-kilometre Diolkos wagon way, which transported boats
across the Corinth isthmus in Greece during the 9th century BC. These trucks pushed by slaves
ran in grooves in limestone, which provided the track element. The Diolkos ran for over
1300 years.
Similar wooden rail-ways started appearing in Europe after the Dark Ages.. By 1550, narrow
gauge railways with wooden rails were common in mines in Europe and in the United Kingdom for
transporting coal from mines to canal wharfs for transshipment to boats. The world's oldest
working railway, built in 1758, is the Middleton Railway in Leeds.
The Leiper Railroad
The credit of constructing the first permanent tramway in America in 1810 goes to Thomas Leiper
who commissioned a horse drawn railroad that operated between 1810 and 1828 in the Nether
Providence Township, Pennsylvania
The first iron plate rail way made with cast iron plates on top of wooden rails, came into use in
1768. This allowed a variation of gauge and use of , movable points, that allowed for switching.
from one line to the other.. From the 1790s, iron edge rails began to appear in the United
Kingdom.
In 1803, William Jessop opened the Surrey Iron Railway in south London, the world's first horsedrawn public railway. Hot rolling of iron allowed the brittle, and often uneven, cast iron rails to be
replaced by wrought iron in 1805.These were succeeded by steel in 1857.
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The Age of steam

A British steam locomotive-hauled train
The initial impetus for steam power had come during the Napoleonic Wars, when horse fodder
had become very expensive,. The first passenger-carrying public railway was opened by the
Oystermouth Railway in 1807, using horse drawn carriages on an existing tramline Two years
later, the first passenger horse-drawn railway was opened between Swansea and Mumbles.
The development of steam engine gave rise to the idea of a mobile steam locomotives that
could haul trains on tracks. The first locomotive was patented by James Watt in 1794. In 1804,
Richard Trevithick demonstrated the first locomotive-hauled train in Merthyr Tydfil, United
Kingdom..
. In 1811, John Blenkinsop designed the first successful railway locomotive—a rack railway
worked by a steam locomotive between Middleton Colliery and Leeds on the Middleton Railway. ..
.

The Salamanca of 1812
The first commercially successful steam locomotive was Salamanca, built in 1812 by John
Blenkinsop and Matthew Murray for the 4 ft (1,219 mm) gauge Middleton Railway. Salamanca
was a rack and pinion locomotive, with cog wheel driven by two cylinders embedded into the top
of the center-flue boiler.
While Improved mining methods were making coal more plentiful its bulk transportation had
become a serious bottleneck.. However, people were not convinced that steam engines were a
viable alternative to the horse. As a result at first, horse traction predominated on the
S&DR(Stockton and Darlinngton Railway), until steam could prove its worth.
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In 1813, William Hedley and Timothy Hackworth designed a locomotive (Puffing Billy) for use on
the tramway between Stockton and Darlington.. Puffing Billy featured piston rods extending
upwards to pivoting beams, connected in turn by rods to a crankshaft beneath the frames, which
in turn drove the gears attached to the wheels. This meant that the wheels were coupled, allowing
better traction.
A year later, George Stephenson improved on that design with his first locomotive Blücher which
was the first locomotive to use single-flanged wheels. That design convinced the backers of the
proposed Stockton and Darlington Railway to appoint Stephenson as their engineer for the line in
1821. While traffic was originally intended to be horse-drawn, Stephenson carried out a fresh
survey of the route to allow steam haulage. The Act was subsequently amended to allow the use
of steam locomotives, and also to allow passengers to be carried on the railway. In 1825 George
Stephenson built the Locomotion for the Stockton and Darlington Railway, north east England,
which was the first public steam railway in the world The 25-mile (40 km) long route opened on 27
September 1825, and with the aid of Stephenson's Locomotion No 1, became the first locomotivehauled public railway in the world
This success led Stephenson to establish his company as the pre-eminent builder of steam
locomotives extensively used on railways in the United Kingdom, the United States and Europe. .

Opening of the Stockton and Darlington Railway by John Dobbin, circa 1825.
The image shows crowds watching a train on the bridge over the River Skerne in Darlington.
The Stockton and Darlington Railway (S&DR), which opened in 1825, was 26 miles (40 km)
long, and was built between Darlington and Stockton-on-Tees connecting several collieries near
Shildon in north-eastern England. The line was initially built to connect inland coal mines to
Stockton, where coal was to be loaded onto sea-going boats. Much of its route is now served by
the Tees Valley Line, operated by Northern Rail. It was also the longest railway at the time.
When the line officially opened on September 27 1825 about 600 passenger rode on the first train,
most of them crammed into open coal trucks. The select few, local dignitaries and wealthy
supporters, were transported in The Experiment, a passenger coach built for £80. The Experiment
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was carpeted and cushioned, but as it lacked springs the ride must not have been entirely
comfortable. Still less comfortable would have been George Stephenson and his brother James,
who rode on the footplate of Locomotion No 1.
The first steam powered passenger journey took two hours to travel 12 miles from outside the
Mason’s Arms pub in Shildon , the starting point, to Darlington, though this included a delay
(another world first!) to remove a broken wagon, so in fact the true journey time was just over an
hour, at the phenomenal speed of 8 mph.
At Yarm a brass band boarded the train, playing until they reached Darlington at 3.45pm, where
the historic trip ended with a 21-gun salute and a rendition of the National Anthem. For the first
time a combination of iron rail and steam locomotive was used in Britain .making this the most
useful British invention for mankind in modern history. The railway age had begun..
.. The line's structures included one of the first railway bridges. Designed by architect Ignatius
Bonomi, the so-called 'first railway architect', the Skerne Bridge in Darlington is the oldest railway
bridge still in use today. From 1990 until 2003, the bridge appeared on the reverse of Series E £5
notes issued by the Bank of England which featured George Stephenson. The bridge is shown
with a train hauled by Locomotion No 1 crossing it.
SD&R's track gauge was required to accommodate the horse-drawn wagons used in the older
wagonways serving coal mines. This is the main reason that 1435 mm (4 ft 8½ in) was
subsequently adopted as standard gauge.

S&DR Locomotion No. 1 preserved at the Darlington Railway Centre and Museum
The first locomotive to run on the S&DR was Locomotion No 1, built at the Stephenson works
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Chapter 2
Advent of Rail Transport in India

Like the mythical descent of the Ganges, sustaining this ancient civilization, advent of railways in
1853 and its continuous expansion throughout the sub continent transformed the whole
superstructure of Indian polity – its culture , ,economy and industry .
With, the first Railway train having started in the world ,in UK in1825 ,advent of rail transport in
India in 1853 is the first recorded case of instant technology transfer equipping a colony of the
British Empire with the most modern transport technology within 30 years of its invention in the
parent country .
It evinces great deal of global vision on the part of the Imperial Power and British Industry which
despite absence of satellite communication, modern computers and jet airlines –became the
harbingers and masters of global economy-unprecedented in human history. Conceptualising
such a vision limited by lack of efficient communication ,sluggish and unsure sea transport and
inclemency of weather conditions in the far off regions, does speak volumes for the adventurous
spirit of the British ,notwithstanding ,the underlying economic and political compulsions of this
momentous decision .
The first railway train in India from Boribunder to Thane in Mumbai ,a distance of 34 kilometers,
on 16 th April 1853 at 3.35 pm ,,was hauled by three locomotives, had 400 distinguished guests
aboard the train and the journey time was 57 minutes .
No one could have imagined that this germinal start will ,in course of time ,grow into a nation wide
network providing mobility and accessibility to a subcontinent extending from Sind to Burma from
east to west and from the Afganistan to Sri Lanka from north to south .
Railways effortlessly performed almost a miracle which political mentors have failed to strengthen
and fortify through history – namely the sense of unity and a strong feeling of nation hood -in a
country having linguistic religious, racial, cultural ,regional and geographical diversity not
encountered anywhere else in the world ..
During 160 years of its existence IndianRailway has been a witness to an eventful saga of
immense joy and enormous sufferings linked to a chain of events starting from the failed
revolution of 1857 , pangs of servility , droughts ,famines ,epidemics (plague ) earthquakes,
rigours of colonial administration ,two world wars , freedom struggle and partition of the country ,
murder of mahatma Gandhi , post independence planned economic development ,border disputes
with China ,conflicts with Pakistan, and birth of Bangla Desh green revolution and assumed
freedom from hunger for the multitude
.In all these momentous events Indian Railway has provided the necessary logistic support to the
.nascent nation and its vast population.
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Unlike all oriental epics stories and myths which start from the East , the rail saga in India starts
from the West .Whereas , Calcutta was the headquarters of the East India Company and the seat
of British power in India ,from political ,social ,economic and strategic points of view ,it would have
been in the overall interest of the British Empire to plan the first rail network from Calcutta
.It was indeed a very happy augury for railways in India that even in the initial stages, rail construction was guided by strategic, financial ,economic and industrial considerations. Immediate
result of which was sudden expansion of profit making railway lines all over the country.
.Expansion of rail network south of Bombay was done by Great Indian Peninsula Railway (GIP)
Rail Lines towards East and North were laid by Bombay Baroda and Central India Railway.
The line between Surat and Bombay was inaugurated by Sir Robert Grant ,the then Governor of
Bombay flagging off the first train on 28/11/1864 .
This line determined the city structure of Bombay/Mumbai finally and for all times to come ,
determining the future expansion of the city laterally along the railway lines to be entirely
dependent on suburban rail services. The city boundary was further realigned by construction of
Bhor Ghat Pass linking Bombay To Pune and the south(1830), limiting the growth and expansion
of the city between the two rail lines connecting the city to Gujarat and Maharashtra by BB&CI
and GIP railway alignments.
Availability of efficient reliable and affordable rail transport laid the foundation of phenomenal
economic industrial and social development of the new city Connectivity of rail transport with sea
trade became an important element in economic resurgence of the entire area which formed the
hinterland of this city of affluence . American freedom struggle which started in 1861,due to which
supply of American cotton to British cloth mills was seriously affected further accelerated the
economic growth Availability of rail connection between Bombay and the cotton growing areas of
Maharastra and Gujrat ensured that British mills got their raw material supplies to the fullest
extent from India .
Expansion of British empire in South India (1819), Construction of Mahim- Bandra link road(1845)
,and opening of Suez Canal(1869) were some of the historical events which transformed Bombay
into an international transport hub connecting India including Burma and Ceylon with Europe
particularly England directly .
One hundred and sixty years of Indian Railways-a small beginning made in 1853 and its
expansion into the largest rail network under single management in the world –forty million daily
passengers and 5 million tonnes of freight loaded daily – represents an impressive progress. not
witnessed in any commercial organization under direct government management any where in the
world.
This compilation deals with those architectural structures of immense beauty which came along
as station and office buildings ,bridges and tunnels along with the railway system .Railway
engineers and architects have displayed remarkable vision and aesthetic sense in designing
some of the most beautiful structures on Indian Railways comparable to the best in the world .
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For the last five thousand years of recorded history main pre occupation of architecture has been
designing and building dwelling places for the common man, places of worships for gods –
temples ,mosques ,cathedrals ,memorials for the dead – pyramids ,graves ,mausoleums , palaces
for the royalty ,public places for amusement and games, towers of victory and gardens of great
beauty.
It is only during last two centuries that architecture has got itself emancipated from the shroud of
religion and oligarchy ,addressing the needs and requirements of the common man and the
masses in building rail ,bus and air terminals .shopping plazas ,schools, clleges ,universities and
new cities , ,libraries
universities, hospitals ,power houses refineries , courts and office
buildings .and other places of public utility .
.Rail architecture has also been engaged in designing beautiful and user friendly
station
buildings, bridges, tunnels and viaducts etc which are both marvels of engineering skill and
architectural beauty.
For a meaningful evaluation and appreciation of the artistic quality of these buildings and
structures, it is necessary to briefly recount the underlying principles of architecture as an art form
An effort has been made to summarize these in .the next chapter.
Compilation of a document of this kind could hardly be conceived without the spontaneous and
encouraging response from the officers and staff of the Public Relations Branch of all Zonal
railways who were indeed very liberal in making available all the material at their disposal .
The project itself owes its genesis to the Directorate of Official Language of Indian Railway Board
for entrusting me to author Hindi version of this document to be released as a souvenir in the 150
th Anniversary of Indian Railways .I am indeed grateful to them for this honour granted to me .
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Chapter Three
Architecture as an Art form
Traditionally fine arts have been classified and graded on the basis of the medium used and the extent of
its refinement .. From this point of view the fine arts and the medium used can be tabulated as under –
Music
sound
Literature , Poetry
sound and sense
Painting
lines , colours on two dimensional panel
Sculptor
three dimensional use of stone ,wood clay metal etc.
Architecture
Three dimensional use of stone, wood ,cement
,
iron/steel lime, sand and empty space .
Grossness of the medium used (stone brick ,clay ) and utilisation of empty space necessarily demands more
powerful imagination and creative zeal from the architect to convert his vision into a work of pure art .
Fine arts have also been evaluated on the basis of amalgam of utility and beauty, synthesis of pure
aesthetic quality and its relevance for human well being .
All creative work of art without exception is a manifestation of the creative urge of the artist which is also
a source of delight for the listener ,reader or spectator .Despite a work of art having its genesis in finding
an “objective correlative” for the artists, felt experience ,once externalised ,it becomes an end in itself and
transcends all barriers of time and space and becomes universal in its appeal .
In its early stages architecture emerges as an entirely utilitarian art creating structures for protecting
human beings from extreme vagaries of weather heat ,cold ,and rain ,threat from wild animals and other
adversaries .Oldest human habitations enable the primitive humans to come out of caves and shades of thick
foliage and build a shelter from resources available in nature .
In course of time during different stages of evolution of human civilization clay, sun dried and later baked
bricks and stone are used. During bronze and iron ages architecture makes use of these newly invented
material. All along emerging scientific and technological inventions enable architects to undertake new
experiments remnants of which can be seen in the architectural monuments of ancient civilizations of Egypt
Mesopotamia ,Greece, Rome ,China India etc .
Architecture has travelled a long way from its initial objective of providing mere shelter to making of
buildings which are both useful and attractive and afford higher levels of comfort and pleasure .
Advent of religious and ,cultural institutions ,organizations like villages ,towns, states and need to build
,places of worship ,memorials for ancestors ,palaces for kings , public places for games ,sports and dramatic
performances etc provide an endless opportunity to the architects to display their creative imagination .
During this historical process of growth and decline of civilizations new civilizations that emerge do bear
an indelible imprint of the past civilizations . This continuity which is the essence of all evolution is
directly linked with the main objectives of architecture as an art form .
Objectives of Architecture
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Having its beginnings in crude improvisations of the utilitarian type conditioned by availability of raw
material and crude human skills , architecture soon evolves into an art form making the space useful as
well as elegant ,edifying it as an object capable of giving aesthetic pleasure.
Architecture emerges as a vital and sustaining link between man and nature. This important objective is
attained by the architect proving the most beneficial link of the building with
water
air
light
trees ,flowers leaves
mountains ,rivers, sea etc .
Space –Solid and Void
This ensures that all the elements of nature will have benign effect on the health and well being of the
people who visit these” un aging monuments of intellect “or those fortunate inmates who use the structure.
.This unique and subtle balance and harmony with external universe comes from the creative imagination of
the architect and results in creation of structures of immense beauty which give instantaneous delight to the
viewers .This is what makes architecture “the poetry of construction” and architectural monuments “ the
epitomes of frozen music “.
In the process of historical evolution and geographical expansion architecture is influenced by values
systems and thought processes of the contemporary society. While designing an architectural monument the
architect ,not only reckons the set of activities for which the building is to be designed but also tries to
internalise the current ideas, beliefs and human aspirations .
It is this fusion of gross
physicality of the structure with ethereal human emotions that gives the
architecture of different times and places their distinct identity .In an age of religious enthusiasm , temples,
cathedrals ,pyramids chaityas ,viharas etc engage the creative urge of the architects .Predominance of
human values in a society on the other hand leads to creation of structures enshrining human dignity ,love
,beauty ,joy of living , and hope. The values which are prominent in humanistic architecture include –
Utility –The structure has to be useful and meet the end purpose for which it is designed.. in case of a
house ,size of rooms position of ,doors ,windows, walls , stairs , and ceilings has to be such as to provide
maximum comfort to the inmates .

2 Beauty - Apart from the external appearance , beauty of the structure also depends on internal harmony
,use of colours , beautification by ornamentation , murals and other decorative devices ,
3 Orderly Disposition - This relates to the over all setting of the structure ,its rear and front view and its
elevation with reference to the ground level .This facilitates ingress of natural sun light ,breeze of air and
highlights its relation with objects of nature surrounding it .The best examples of such an ideal setting are
some of the temples in India located at hill top or on banks of river or sea front commanding a majestic
view of the entire surrounding .Such disposition links man with nature, an essential condition for living in
perfect harmony with ones surroundings .
Transparency – The main purpose – the raison d”etre of the structure should become obvious in the first
sight itself .The identity of the structure ,whether it is a cathedral ,a palace ,or shopping complex should be
obvious and unambiguous.
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Nobility –An architectural structure of innate artistic greatness evokes purity of thoughts and fills the
spectators mind with immense delight .
These five major attributes make architecture an archive of past history.
.Pyramids of Egypt are a living testimony of the absolute power of Pharaos and the extreme misery of the
slaves ..Greek architecture displays the democratic values . Roman architecture highlights the greatness of
Roman Empire and extravagant luxury of the Roman citizens .Gothic architecture of middle ages
exemplifies the religious enthusiasm and emotional fervour, French architecture the spirit of renaissance and
Indian architecture the spiritual values of Indian society .
Most architectural monuments of world fame have been inspired by love human or spiritual. Accordingly
most of these are temples of divinity or monuments for the loved ones .Jest for life ,inquisitiveness about
life after death, memorials for ancestors have generally been the main subjects of architecture ,accordingly
main theme of architecture has been houses for the living ,temples for gods and mausoleums for the dead.
Famous English literary critic and aesthetician John Ruskin in his book Seven Lamps of Architecture
has defined architecture as decoration added to structure According to him the following seven attributes
add excellence to any architectural creation. These are
Sacrifice –This is surrendering something of value. It could be material resources and money by the person
ordering for construction ,or time, skill and energy by the architect Without a commitment of high order it
is not possible to have an architectural work of enduring value .
Truth –All art work including an architectural creation must depict truth. Whatever is displayed must be a
truthful depiction of life.
Power –All the great architectural monuments of the world share this attribute and display extraordinary
human imagination and creative energy making the created structure exude tremendous power. This
power is derived by grandiose conception ,solidity and robustness of the structure and an
impression created by it that it shall out last Time. challenging William Shakespeares’ Not marble
nor the gilded monuments of all princes shall out live this rhyme
Beauty.-From a mere structure to a work of art ,the transition is effected by the architects, creative
imagination by using solids and voids and decorating the same by numerous devices ,some of which
have been described above .Since the architectural structure is an expression of the architects
imagination, the exterior beauty of the structure reflects his perception of the exquisite , the internal
beauty comes from internal balance and symmetry of the various parts.
Life – As an art form ,architecture had its beginnings in providing necessary security and comfort to the
inmates .From this purely utilitarian life sustaining function it has evolved into an art form
encompassing a large variety of human activities , situations aspirations and emotions .Jest for life ,
and sheer delight of living and pursuit of beauty is amply demonstrated by majority of famous
architectural monuments of all ages .
Memory –Architectural monuments are the best records of past civilizations. This is particularly true of
those monuments which are on purpose created as monuments for persons or historical events.
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Obedience Excellence in –architecture is attained by rigid adherence to the principles of structural
engineering and science and art of architecture making full use of all technical and scientific
knowledge relevant to building construction available at that time .All this is combined with
aesthetic principles which leads to attainment of elegance in the final product .
These broad objectives of architecture are attained by use of the following devices and components –
1 Mass –This forms the very basis of the stability and grandeur of the structure .
2Form –It is the external appearance of the structure which translates the creative imagination of the
architect into concrete reality .
3 Proportion – Is the relation of each individual segment of the building with the whole design as also with
different parts of the structure .
4 Balance and symmetry -These are required to provide overall integrity to the entire structure despite
variations in height and ,width. of the various components .This is generally achieved by having
uniform expansion on different sides in reference to a central point or varying the heights of various
domes and arches in a gradual and uniform manner
.
5 Contrast .-Rigid uniformity and monotony is bound to make the structure prosaic and dull. For bringing
in an element of diversity the architects use one of the following techniquesContrast in form –Orderly variation of circular ,square ,triangular and other shapes makes the external
appearance of the building attractive.
Colour Contrast –Planned use of different colours ,or paints, stones and tiles of different colours like red
,green ,black , etc creates an enchanting effect .
Light and Shade –While evolving the design of the building, it is necessary to evaluate the impact of light
and shade in the final structure as this has a subtle effect on the elegance of the building Before the
advent of electricity ,this effect was achieved by the orientation of the building in respect of sun light
to allow it to filter in the most desirable manner . In modern times the building illumination plan
further supports and enhances it .
9 Solids and voids –Studied alteration of solids like walls and voids like doors and windows enhances the
aesthetic appeal of the structure ..
These fundamental principles of architecture have evolved in an enchanting historic process spanning rise
and decline of amazing civilizations during last five thousand years of recorded .history. These have
been summarized to act as touch stone for critical evaluation of the architectural monuments on
Indian railways.
.
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CHAPTER Four
VICTORIA TERMINAL station
Churchgate ( BB & CI Railways Head Quarter Office)
Bombay Central station
&CHURCH GATE Station
It is indeed a matter of great pride for Indian Railways that Victoria Terminal is one of the most
beautiful railway stations in the world .This majestic structure was built under the supervision of
one of the greatest architects-F W Stevens .The construction of this building started in1878. It was
completed in 1885 – after 7 years .Built in Italian Gothic style this building presents a unique
fusion of the European architecture with native art forms and traditional architectural styles .
The main façade of this building westward is 1500 feet in length .The expanse of this building from
east to west and south to north is also 1500 feet .Thus the entire structure is a large rectangle
spread on three sides and encloses a nice garden in its center .Indeed this is an extremely
attractive design .
The entrance gate pillars have been decorated with African lion and Indian tiger ,indicating the
merger of two cultures.

Italian Gothic style has been extensively used in the building of cathedrals and churches in
Europe during middle ages Its distinctive features are pointed arches and pinnacles built on top
of the nave of the church supported on flying buttresses ,which in turn have off loaded the walls
.As a result it became possible to put large windows decorated with painted glasses.
Using the Gothic style VT building makes extensive use of arches and domes .The external part of
it has been decorated with floral designs ,images and other decorative ornamentation. which
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makes the rail terminal look like a church .It may be noted that the entire decoration of this
structure was done by Indian artists using local material.
The most captivating part of this building is the central tower reaching a height of 160 feet ,on top
of which rests an attractive female figure 16.5 feet in height . holding a lighted torch .in her right
hand .On the left hand she holds a wheel which is symbolic of progress .In the year 1969 struck
by lightening ,this image of the goddess of Progress was damaged .Central Railway authorities
got this restored to its original glory with the support of the artists of J J School of Arts Mumbai
.Next to Taj Mahal V T is the second most photographed building in the country .Nothing could
be a greater proof of its exquisite beauty .
Although the building was constructed in 1885 when the population of the city ,the number of
trains ,and the number of rail passengers was very small, even after 120 years the complex of rail
terminal and the rail head quarter office has been able to efficiently meet manifold increase in
traffic volumes .This was possible only due to the far sightedness and visionary creativity of the
architect and the railway engineers who created this structure for eternity as it were – an attribute
which it shares with the most famous architectural structures of the world .
On 20 june1887 during the golden jubilee celebration the building was named Victoria Terminal
.Having been known as VT for 110 years ,the building has now been re christened as Chhatrapati
Shivaji Terminal .
Going through the documents of its construction it is found that local material was extensively
used for its construction and included Porbandar sand stone and ,Malad trap stone .Most of the
artwork was also done by the students of J.J .School of Arts Mumbai.. This most beautiful rail
building in India thus rightly represents an elegant merger and synthesis of the European and
traditional Indian art forms .
CHURCHGATE HEAD QUARTERS OFFICE
Well before the completion of VT station building, construction of the head quarters office of the
BB & CI railway was started in May 1884 under the supervision of F.W. Stevens, the architect of
V.T. building complex.
The building took four years and eight months and was completed at a remarkably moderate cost
of Rs. Seven lacs only.
The frontage of this beautiful structure, west ward overlooking the sea had an expanse of 276 feet
and its Central dome was 160 feet high. Although one six in size compared to the massive
structure of V.T. complex, proximity to Arabian sea, elegant design and internal decoration make it
the second most beautiful building in the city of Mumbai.
At the time of its construction the building was at the confluence of Church gate street and
Queens road overlooking the sea. However ,with large scale reclamation, pressures of
urbanization and construction of roads and rows of buildings on all side, it has lost its pristine
glory, which can only be visualized in contemporary photographs.
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Keeping into account limitations of fund availability and the intended use of the building as an
administrative office and not a public facility – a rail terminal – as in the case of V.T. the design
prepared by Mr. Stevens for Church gate building was economical and less ambitious. However,
according to many architects and aestheticians, Church gate building though devoid of the
flamboyance of V.T. is the most elegant and ornate work of art built by Stevens. The architectural
styles used in building this structure are Venetian Gothic and Indian Saracenic. The styles have
been harmonized with the climate of Mumbai, the local environment and the sea front.
Whereas for V.T. building Stevens had complete freedom to give full sway to his creative
imagination, he had to moderate it in case of Church gate building particularity in respect of its
externality. This was however more than off set by more detailed internal decoration which was in
harmony with the external form. This has given the Church gate building a skyline, which even
V.T. does not have.
The resident engineer in charge of construction of Church gate building Mr. Rao Saheb Sita Ram
Khandeker was an associate of Stevens during the construction of a number of famous buildings
like Sailor’s Home, Taj Mahal Hotel and Mumbai Municipal Corporation building. He ensured that
there was artistic compatibility amongst all these contemporary buildings so that the emerging
new city acquires a distinct identity of its own . Despite manifold increase in population,
expansion of the city structure in all directions, particularly around Church gate building itself, it
continues to be one of the most beautiful architectural structures of both the Indian Railways and
the city of Mumbai. The stone used in this building is mostly Porbander and Dhangadhra sand
stone.
The main attraction of this building is the central dome – 160 feet high- the base of which is
adorned by an exquisite female image with two beautiful children standing on either side. This
statue of Engineering has a railway locomotive in one hand and a wheel in the other, symbolizing
technical progress and is reminiscent of the statue of progress in the V.T. building.
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The interior of Church gate building has exquisite murals depicting nature – its flora and fauna.
Floral tiles with contrasting colours also add beauty to the interior.
The building was planned in a manner so as to leave adequate vacant space both in the front and
rear. The backyard of the building has in course of time completely disappeared, but even today,
the front lawns of Church gate building give it a unique identity and provide the required
perspective for its grandeur.
It had become necessary to expand the northern wing of this building to meet the additional space
requirements. To maintain harmony with the old structure the entire construction has been done
with CHHINDWADA black stone. Although simple and utilitarian in design, this expansion
matches with the old ornate structure and does not in any way mitigate its artistic value.
BOMBAY CENTRAL
With Bombay Central station building, rail architecture in Indian sub content turns a new leaf.
Moving away from the European middle age styles, Claude Batley, the architect of Bombay
Central rail terminal, chose an amalgam of Mugal, Persian and Contemporary architectural styles
laying greater stress on the functional aspects of the structure and keeping the needs of the users
in sharp focus.
In keeping with Mugal and Persian styles, the entire building complex has been conceptually
located within a large garden. It was indeed a novel experiment at that time. The prevailing
concept was to locate the station building not only in the city center, but as close to the access
road as possible to reduce the entry and exit time of the passengers to the barest minimum.
Conceptualizing the station building in the center of a large rectangle and providing a garden
along the entry gate, are the elements of architectural design which make Bombay Central a
unique rail terminal, where the spatial separation between the city road and the terminal provides
a perspective and also caters to future expansion needs.
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‘Times of India’ dated 18th December, 1930 while reporting the inauguration of the new station
building had observed.
“From the Engineering point of view the most important thing is the completion of this huge
structure and the circulating area within 21 months of the laying of the foundation stone.
The first thing that catches the attention pf the passengers is the large portico, which will be
extremely helpful to passengers during monsoon season.”
Within few steps of the portico is a large concourse to which five platforms are so conveniently
connected that one can board any train on any platform. Customer facilities like enquiry,
reservation and booking were available in the concourse. The first floor had refreshment rooms
and waiting rooms and the second floor had Retiring Rooms, so that passengers coming from
outstation and staying for a short duration could avail the stay facilities. For the third class(now
termed second class) passengers there was a huge waiting hall which had catering facilities along
with it.

The station building was directly connected to Bellasia Bridge and the suburban local station by
over bridges to facilitate entry/exit of pedestrians. Underlying principles of the conceptual design
of Bombay Central rail terminal marks a decisive movement from antiquity to modernity, tradition
to experimentation that public utility buildings/structures should combine aesthetic qualities with
convenience of the customers, and the operational needs of the task of transport itself. This
concept of functional utility is clearly enshrined in the design of Bombay Central rail terminal.
With Bombay Central, rail architects also start using modern and more flexible construction
material like cement, concrete and steel instead of stone which had been the prime construction
material for ages.
Church Gate station building
The new multistoried building of Church gate represents the correct amalgam of artistic excellence
with economy of space utilization and functional efficiency of the structure.
The old Church gate station resembled a Swiss Ranch, a simple and elegant structure built in
1876.
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OLD CHURCH GATE STATION

NEW CHURCH GATE STATION

Increase in population, escalating prices of urban land and its marked unavailability compelled the
planners to design a seven story building on top of the new Church gate suburban terminal. Of
the use of sky space above the rail terminal this was the first most successful experiment in the
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city of Mumbai as it enabled the old single storey station to be vertically and laterally expanded to
cope up with increase in commuter traffic volume.It also .made available the required additional
office accommodation to the Western Railway Head Quarters Office. To cut down the entraining
and detraining time of the passengers all the four tracks have platforms on both the sides. This
‘double discharge’ facility enables returning of trains and clearance of platforms within three
minutes increasing the terminal capacity. In the new terminal the area of concourse has been
increased twofold from 6433 square feet in the old building to 13000 square feet in the new and
the number of booking offices, catering facilities and other passenger conveniences have also
been enlarged.
The foundation station for the new building was laid on 31.10.1956. Within a record time of 8
months on 3.6.1957 the new terminal station was opened for public use. This performance of
Indian Railway engineers and architects in completing a project of this magnitude without
suspending running of commuter trains compares with the very best international standards.
CHAPTER Five
North
The rail era in northern India started on 3.3.1857 with the construction of the first railway line
between Allahabad and Kanpur by East India Railway Company.
Mr. Grandford Chairman, EIR announced on 1.4.1864 that the rail route between Calcutta and
Delhi had been opened to traffic (except the bridge on river Yamuna) .On 1.8.1864 the first train
arrived from Calcutta to Delhi (with transshipment across Yamuna by Ferry Crossing. Direct train
services started during 1866.
Although Delhi was officially made the capital of British empire in 1904 and the seat of imperial
power transferred from Calcutta, sufficiently in advance of that a well though out rail network plan
was under implementation to link Delhi, the would be capital with all the principal towns of the
Indian sub continent, the main links of this network were as under-:
Construction of a direct rail link between Delhi and Karachi by Southern Punjab and Delhi Railway
in 1869.
Opening a 644 KM long rail route from Delhi via Bhatinda to Samsatta (Pakistan) on 10.11.1897
by Southern Punjab and Delhi Railway.
Commissioning of a meter gauge rail link between Delhi and Rewari and across to Rajasthan on
14.2.1873.
Extension of rail services via Tugalakabad Mathura – Agra in 1884.
Commencement of rail services from Delhi to Kalka via Panipat Ambala.
Rail services between Delhi and Moradabad started in 25.11.1900.
It would thus be seen that Delhi was connected to all the important cities of the sub continent like
Calcutta, Mumbai, Madras, Lahore, Karachi and almost all the states by the rail links from all the
four directions.
This was a well thought out plan for holding ‘Delhi Darbar’ in 1904. Keeping into account the
special needs for holding of the Darbar, construction of the present station building of Delhi Main
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(also known as old Delhi) was started in 1893. This grand structure was opened for public use in
1903.Built in Mogul style of architecture this exquisite station building complex is one of the most
beautiful rail terminals in the world. Its imposing exterior and artistic decorations lend it the
serenity of a mosque and the grandeur of a fort. With projecting minarets, semi circular arches
and other decorations this structure built with red stones, merges very well with Red Fort, Jama
Masjid, and other buildings of Chandni Chowk. The main attraction of this building are the six
minarets located at every corner. On both floors arches and windows have been beautifully
decorated with lattice work which adds grace to the entire structure.
The six minarets referred to above were also used for storage of water. in the initial stages .
Leaving wide open space as circulating area in front of the station building came in handy for
providing space for parking of buses and cars in times to come.. Since the city of Delhi did not
have proper accommodation available for all the guests and invitees for the Darbar Retiring
Rooms provided on the 1st floor also took care of this need.
In the year 1903, when the station building was opened for public use the number of passengers
was only 1000. The city of Delhi had only 28608 houses and its population was estimated to be
133066.
It is indeed a testimony of the VISION of the planners, engineers and architects of this building
that despite city population, the number of trains and passengers having increased more than
100 times the rail terminal has been able to cope with the increased traffic volumes and is
expected to do so in years to come.
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LUCKNOW CHARBAGH STATION
The station serves the historical city of NAWABS of Oudh, which has numerous beautiful
historical monuments, built in Mogul and Persian architectural styles. The station building has
been designed incorporating the architectural features of these monuments.
Train services were started between Lucknow and Kanpur on 23.4.1867. The construction of this
railways line was done by Oudh and Rohil-Khand Railway. At the time of its construction the first
station building was located within a large mango orchard away from the town. Prior to the
advent of rail transport goods movement between these cities was done by bullock carts which
took two days. between Kanpur and Lucknow.
After five years of the opening of Lucknow Kanpur railway line, Lucknow Barabarki -Faizabadrailway line was opened on 1.1.1872. The same year also witnessed the opening of LucknowBarelly Saharapur line..
Lucknow was connected to Calcutta on 13.10.1893. In the year 1925 the East Indian Railway as
a part of their network between Calcutta and LAHORE extended the Kanpur Lucknow line to
Mugul Sarai. It is during this expansion that the existing buildings of Lucknow and Kanpur came
into being reflecting the cultural and artistic traditions of these two major cities. The similarity
between the architectural style of the Charbagh railway station and Imambara can be seen in the
photographs below

CHARBAGH STATION
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BARA IMAMBARA

Lucknow NE Railway Station

KANPUR
As an important center of Islamic culture and at that time the most important center of industry and
trade, only next to Mumbai, Kanpur was linked to rail network on 3.3.1857, when KanpurAllahabad railway line was opened to traffic. Although Kanpur was one of the important stations
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on Delhi Calcutta rail route, initially the work was managed by having an moderate station
building. After the construction of Lucknow Kanpur rail link it was felt necessary to plan a station
building appropriate to the status of the city and in harmony with its cultural traditions.
In its architectural style the building more or less follows the pattern adopted by EIR station
building at Lucknow. The foundation stone of the building was laid in 1928. Built in traditional
Mogul architecture the building has an exquisite exterior due to a series of domes, and arches
typical of the Mogul architecture. Graduated increase in the height of the structure and positioning
of pointed arches in the front make it an extremely beautiful architectural monument.

DEHRADUN
Construction of rail link between Hardwar and Dehradun was a very challenging task due to
SHIVALIK hills through which the line had to pass. Prior to the construction of this railway line
tourists used to travel up to Saharanpur by train and from there to Dehradun by bullock carts or
horse driven carts from where they used to go to Mussorie by ponies or palkis.
According to Bill Atkins “ Doon valley railway line is entirely different from other hill railways like
Shimla, Ooty and Darjeeling as there are all narrow gauge railways Doon valley railway is the
only broad gauge hill railway and is very unique because of its natural beauty and the quality of
construction work.
The line is 52.26 Km in length and passes through dense forest (Rajaji National Park – a
protected forest full of large variety of wild animals). There are two tunnels with a length of 478
meters. Due to sharp curves and gradients, the speed on this line has been limited to 50 km/h.
The line was built as an estimated cost of Rs. 2567093 and was handed over to Oudh and Rohil
khand Railway for operation .. The line was very well patronized and started making huge profits
from the very beginning.
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Advent of railways in Doon valley in 1900 had a very salutary impact on the socio-economic
condition of Mussoorie and the areas adjacent to it Due to its salubrious climate, the place
become a haven for settlement of retired government servants.
Dehradun has a number of prestigious institutions like Indian Military Academy, Oil and Natural
GAS Commission and Indian forest Research Institute. It is also the capital of newly formed state
of Uttarkhand

Dehradun station has completed 100 years of its service and is included in the list of heritage
buildings. Located in the very center of the town, its simple style matches with the surroundings.
The greatest advantage of this station is easy access. Although the basic structure of the station
remains unchanged, customer facilities have been continuously upgraded to keep pace with
increasing requirements.
VARANASI
According to Mark Twain the famous American humorist – “Benaras is older then history, older
than tradition, older even than legend and looks twice as old as all of them put together.”
Located at the confluence of rivers Varuna and Asi along the banks of the Ganges, Varanasi is
also known as KASHI. The city has been famous as the most important center for religious
learning ,location of Kasi Vishwa Nath temple of lord Shiva and is also internationally known for its
silk weaving. Famous ghats of Varanasi and numerous temples draw a very large number of
pilgrims and tourists to this city.
It was therefore thought appropriate that the 120 year old station building constructed by East
India Railway be replaced with a new and enlarged structure befitting the international stature of
the city.
The foundation station of the building was laid by the then prime ministar – Mrs. Indira Gandhi in
1974. The exterior of this multistoried building is inspired by the traditional temple architecture
both Hindu & Buddhist. When illuminated during night it resembles a temple .of great beauty .
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The multi storied building has been equipped with all the necessary facilities of a rail terminal.
Varanasi, is also a junction of Northern. Railway and North .Eastern . Railway. The NE Rly
station, Benaras city though small in size is also a replica of a beautiful temple . The appearance
and colour scheme of which merge very well with the ghats of Benaras.

Varanasi Main Station

Banaras City NE Railway Station
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Ghats of Varanasi

ALLAHABAD
Being an important junction on Calcutta Delhi rail route providing connectivity with Mumbai via
Jabalpur, Allahabad is one of the most important railway stations on Indian Railways network
both for passenger and freight traffic.
Confluence of the Ganges and Yamuna (also the mythical Saraswati), known as SANGAM, the
eternal Bunyan tree- Akshyaya Vat, the ashram of sage Bharadwaj and above all the famous
Kumbh mela, held every 12 years, draw a very large number of pilgrims and tourists to this city.
The enlarged and modern station building of Allahabad has been built in the modern architectural
style with semi circular roof over the concourse, which gives it an elegant look. The multistoried
rail terminal has all the necessary passenger amenities.
Considering the expansion of the city on both sides of the track, the station is made accessible
from both sides- a facility of second entry which exists only at few selected stations on Indian
Railways.
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Allahabad Station

Railways built by Princely States
In the expansion of rail network the princely states had made a very large contribution of building
about 12,165 kms.of rail net work . The first Indian state to own a railway line was Baroda (1873)
followed by Hyderabad (1874) Morvi (1880) Bhavnagar (1880) Gondal (1881) Patiala (1884)
Junagarh (1888), Rajkot (1891) Mysore (1891) Bikaner(1891) Gwalior (1895) Cutch (1905) and
Jaipur (1905) and others.
Depending upon the traffic requirements they built broad meter and narrow gauge lines in their
jurisdictions . Each one of those railways also built beautiful station buildings using their own
distinct architectural styles as can be seen from the photograph of Jodhpur station built in red
stones. The tall clock tower visible from considerable distance adds majesty to the structure
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Jodhpur Railway Station

CHAPTER SIX
NORTH EASTERN REGION
The rail network (initially meter gauge now converted to BG) east of Lucknow passing through
Gorakhpur, Sonepur, Muzzaffarpur, Katihar Siliguri to Assam and Bangaladesh was part of Oudh
Tirhut Railway and Bengal Assam Railway. Laid in the foothills of the Himalayas and crossing a
very large number of major perennial rivers, the railway line passes through one of the most
picturesque parts of the sub continent. Presently, the railway lines in this region are under the
administrative control of North Eastern Railway East Central Railway and North East Frontier
railway.
The line serves a very large number of religious and cultural centers including Ayodhya birth place
of Lord Rama’ -, Kapilvastu birth place of Buddha-, the place of his Nirvana – Kushinagar, and the
place where Buddha delivered his first sermon-Sarnath. Patliputra , Shravasti and Vaishali where
he stayed awhile Interacting with princes and common people alike conveying his message of
universal love and non violence
N E Railways’ main line starts from Lucknow , where a modern building housing the NE Rly
terminal merges well with the massive Mogul structure of Northern Railway.
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Lucknow North Eastern Railway

Gorakhpur Station
The head quarters office of this railway is famous for the Gorakhnath temple. Gorakhpur is also
one of the main entry points for Nepal, both via Nautanwa (east Nepal) and Raxaul (Central
Nepal) for which direct trains are available from Gorakhpur. This makes Gorakhpur an
international tourist center providing access to Nepal and one of the busiest terminals of NE Rly.
While planning for the station building for Gorakhpur, its importance for national and international
tourists has been kept in view. Present station building is a multistoried structure built in Victorian
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style, painted in brick colour & having a clock tower in the central portion. This is one of the most
beautiful structures in this area.

Sarnath Station
The new station building of Sarnath was built to commemorate the 2500 anniversary of Lord
Buddha where he gave the first sermon and replicates the STUPA and the Buddhist temple at
Sarnath. Seeing these structures in Juxta position, it becomes evident that railway is not merely a
transport industry, it also partakes in the task of cultural integration.
KATH GODAM – GATEWAY TO NAINITAL
Nainital is one of the popular hill resorts of northern India and attracts a very large number of
tourists from all over the country. Kathgodam station building is the gateway to Nainital. And other
hill stations like Almora ,Ranikhet etc Located amidst a thick forest this modern multistory building
is one of the most beautiful stations of NE Railway. The mountain ranges in the background add
to the attractiveness of the structure.
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Kathgodam Station

Nainital Lake

Chapter Seven
CENTRAL INDIA
The credit for building of railway lines in this area goes to GIP railway and also to the rulers of
Bhopal and Gwalior states who started the rail services in their respective areas in 1882 and 1895
respectively.
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The Princely states have made use of the architectural styles and construction material, which
were traditionally in use, giving these structures a distinct local colour and design.
Gwalior station is a very good example of this. The station has been built in the Rajput style, and
has a Chhatri (Umbrella) at each corner. The station built with light red stone has the majesty of
a palace. A large portico centrally located at the entrance becomes the focus of attraction as the
main building uniformly extends on both sides of it .The height of the roof of the station has been
gradually increased and is at three levels which adds to the attractiveness of the structure. This
arrangement also facilitates admission of natural light and air.
While renovating this building, it was not considered necessary to make major changes in the
exterior of this structure. In the old building the circulating area in front of the station building was
left open. The space has now been utilized for providing a nice garden, which adds to the overall
attraction of the structure and the surrounding area.

Gwalior Station Then
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Gwalior Station Now

NAGPUR
Geographically, Nagpur is the center of the Indian sub continent. Therefore, railroad routes
between east-west and -north-south converge at this location. The existing station building of
Nagpur was designed keeping this into account. As a result the massive stone structure built in
the year 1905 has adequately met the substantially increased demand for space necessary for
handling manifold increased in traffic volumes. The building has the appearance of a large fort,
imposing and durable due to its sheer size.
The large centrally located portico balances the two parts of the structure. While upgrading the
facilities of this station the original structure has been retained in its entirety. However, the old
building had a bare and unadorned frontage, which has been considerably improved by provision
of parking lots and elegant plantation, which adds attractiveness to the entire area.
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Nagpur Station Then

Nagpur Station Now
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CHAPTER Eight
THE EAST& Far East
The credit for starting train services from Howrah rightly goes to the then Governor General Lord
Dalhousie who granted the sanction for starting of an experimental small rail network stipulating
that the rail project should be profitable.
Efforts made prior to this date had not succeeded. The grandfather of the Nobel laureate poet
Rabindra Nath Tagore – Prince Dwarka Nath Tagore was the first Indian, who had undertaken a
train journey on 9.1.1842 while in England,. Back home he proposed a railway line for movement
of coal from Raniganj and Raj Mahal coal fields. The scheme did not make any progress due to
political reasons and prince Dwarka Nath died on 1.8.1845. The dream of a railway line in East
came true on 15.8.1854 when the first train started from Howrah to Hoogli. Although the railway
line between Howrah and Pundooh (64 KMS) was almost ready in 1853, unfortunately the ship
carrying the first lot of train coaches got grounded along the banks of Hoogli. Ultimately the
Indian companies had to manufacture the coaches, The ship carrying the locomotives for East
India Railway from England, by mistake reached Australia from where it could be brought back
only in 1854.
Thus the first 37 Km rail section of EIR between Howrah and Hoogli was opened to traffic on
15.8.1854. This was the beginning of rail era in East India. The inaugural train was packed to
capacity and had three first class, two second class, three third class coaches and a guard van.
All the coaches had been manufactured in India.
The line was extended up to Pundooh on 1.9.1854 and further up to Raniganj on 3.2.1855. This
gave a lot of fillip to the coal industry, augmenting its production and transportation. The EIR
made sizeable profits and the line was rapidly expanded towards north-west. Dispelling the earlier
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apprehensions that the ‘local poor’ might not be able to patronize rail transport, it was seen that
the largest number of passengers were third class travelers. During the first four months the
number of passenger was as under :
First Class
Second Class
Third Class

- 5511
- 21005
- 83118

There was no doubt left in the minds of planners in EIR that though subjugated by foreign
domination and with population comprising poverty stricken multitudes, the future of rail transport
in India was bright indeed. By 1866 the line had been linked to Delhi. Rapid expansion of EIR in
the East end other rail systems like BB &CIR, GIP in the West and central India, had resulted in
direct rail connectivity to all important towns in East, West, North & South. 1870 was indeed a
golden year for Indian Railways as during this year the railway lines from Mumbai and Calcutta
were extended to Lahore. Since the jurisdiction of EIR extended from Calcutta to Lahore., some
of the important station buildings on this route have been covered in earlier.chapters.

HOWRAH
The station building at Howrah is at variance from most of the railway buildings in India..
Positioned on the bank of Hoogli river this building is a beautiful example of British architecture.
Like the Victoria Terminal. Howrah is a massive structure with its frontage over looking the river,
this multistoried structure, has easy access and dispersal arrangements, excellence parking,
along the platforms, and over bridges linking it to the city roads some of the features, which make
it extremely customer friendly. With the passage of time and coming up of the road bridge
(Ravindra Setu) and a ferry service, the station has in its literal sense become a multi modal
passenger terminal.
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Howrah Station
Compact box like modern architecture of Sealdah the suburban station of Calcutta is designed to
meet the heavy commuter rush of the crowded city.

SEALDAH Station

On Calcutta Delhi main line Assansol is the seat of Railway divisional office and an important
commercial and industrial town. The station building is typical of EIR,s other important stations
combining the aesthetics of Mugal architecture with functional efficiency of the Victorian British
architecture.

ASSANSOL Station
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Gaya is one of the most important pilgrim and tourist centers in Easter India, drawing both
domestic and international tourists.

GAYA Station
Apart from its religious importance as one of the few centres of ancestral worship for the devout
Hindus in the country ,the city is known all the world over being the repository of the holiest
Buddhist site, namely Bodh Gaya, where 2600 years back Buddha got the enlightenment. This
place is full of both ancient and modern Buddhist temples representing the architecture of all the
countries where Buddhism is a widely practiced religion likeTibet Japan, Korea, China, Maynmar,
Thailand etc.
The existing station building of Gaya is a simple functional structure and is in need of its
renovation in consonance with its historical, cultural and religious importance.
FAR EAST
The main aim of extending the rail system to ASSAM was to facilitate export of tea, petroleum
products and coal.
The first railway line was laid in 1884 with construction of a bridge over Dehing river between
MOKUM and LEDO. This bridge was made entirely of wood. This unique wooden rail bridge was
built for Assam Railway company by the famous Italian Engineer Roberto Paznini. After 15 years
of useful service in 1899 it was replaced by an iron steel bridge.
The second bridge has also completed 100 years and continues to be in service.
The main obstacle in extending the railway line to Assam was absence of a bridge on mighty
Brahamputra river. In the absence of the bridge the traffic between Amingaon and Pandu ( the
two banks) was moved by ferry services, which had a daily capacity to move 250 wagons each
way i.e., 7500 tonnes of cargo in each direction.
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The regular bridge at this location came up much later. After 13 years of independence on
10.1.1960 the then Prime Minister laid the foundation stone of the famous Saraighat bridge.

The eastern most part of the Indian sub continent is famous all the world over for large rivers like
Brahmputra and Teesta, dense forests, wild life, mineral oil deposits and tea gardens .Mountain
ranges and turbulent rivers made the rail construction in this area a very challenging task.
However, equally great was the need to provide convenient access to picturesque hill resorts ,and
efficient transportation to the forest and mineral wealth. Above all the region, which would have
remained otherwise isolated had to be integrated to the mainstream of national development.
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The railway companies who took this bold initiative were Bengal, Assam Railway and Assam
railway – during the reorganization of railways in 1958, the whole network has been integrated into
– North East Frontier Railway, which extends from plains of Bihar (Katihar junction) and extends
up to Burma (Maynmar) border. The rail network serves the states of Bihar, Bengal, Assam,
Meghalaya, Manipur, Tripura, Nagaland, and states of Sikkim, Bhutan, Bangladesh and Nepal.
Mountains and rives are the main attraction of the north eastern region. They have also been the
main challenges to the railway engineers and architects. That these natural impediments have
been successfully overcome in the most innovative and elegant manner is best seen from the
Darjeeling Himalayan Railway between new Jalpaiguri and Darjeeling – the second railway
system in the world which has been included in the world heritage.list.
The other most surprising engineering feet was , the first bridge on river Dehing which was made
entirely of woods. The wooden bridge was in active service allowing movement of freight &
passenger trains, till it was replaced by a steel bridge.
Construction of a rail cum Road Bridge across mighty Brahmputra had to wait considerably longer.
However, in the absence of the bridge traffic from both banks was transshipped on barges, which
were capable of transferring loaded wagons from one bank to the other, providing an integrated
transport.
Indian Railways have the following important working mountain railways namely
Darjeeling Himalayan Railway
Kalka Shimla railway
Ooty Nilgiri railway.
all of these mountain railways reflect remarkable technical skills and are immensely liked by
tourists for their picturesque settings Due to lack of space to include the salient features of all the
hill railways .the salient features of D.H. Railways which is definitely the most exquisite of all the
hill railway systems in the country. ,have been summarized below.
Prior to the construction of D.H. railway, this picturesque hill resort of Darjeeling jutting with Sikkim
could only be approached on bullock carts.
Providing a rail connection to Darjeeling was conceived by the great visionary agent of East
Bengal Railway Mr. Franklin Prestage.
The construction work was undertaken by Messrs Herbert Gordon Ramsay Thomas Mitchel & Co.
the first section up to Tindharia, where the railway workshop is located was opened in 1880. This
extraordinary construction work was visited by Lady and Lord Lytton the then Government
General of India on 4.3.1880.
The line up to KURSUANG was opened for public traffic on 22.5.1881.
The construction of D.H. Railway was an engineering feat of an extremely high order. Steep
gradients, sharp curves and difficult terrain had made the railway construction extremely
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challenging. For negotiating steep gradients Z lines have been used at 5 locations, where the
train reverses and moves forward and keeps on attaining higher levels.
The other device use is a circular loop in which the train circumambulates and keeps on gaining
heights. The best example of such construction is BATASIA LOOP.

GHUM, famous for its beautiful monasteries is the highest point on this line. This is the highest
railway station in the country located at the height of 7407 feet from sea level. From GHUM the
train gently descends to Darjeeling via the picturesque BATASIA Loop from where one can have
an enchanting view of snow clad peaks of Kanchan Junga.
In the year 1999 D.H.Railway was conferred the honour of UNESCO’s world heritage site being
the second railway system to have been given the recognition.
D.H. Railway used 14 steam engines the oldest amongst these ‘hill bird’ was built in 1889 and
the latest in 1928.
Certain salient features of this living monument of rail technology are summarized below:Length of the railway line

84, 48 km

Steepest gradient

1 in 18

Total number of curves

906

Total number of bridges

550

No Z lines
The highest point

5
7407 feet above the sea level
Number of level crossings
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(Road/Rail crossings)
Locomotive watering arrangements

177
9 locations.

All station buildings in D.H. Railway are designed in complete harmony with the surrounding
environment. Simple and elegant, these use the local architecture to suit the extreme climate
characterized by heavy rail fall and cold weather. One such station is Sukna, which has retained
its old age charm.
The old station building of Darjeeling was designed as Swiss chalet. The new cement concrete
structure sadly misses the grandeur of the original structure.
On this hill railway Kurseong is an important tourist spot and a picturesque residential area, with a
market and schools. The climate is healthy. The main attraction of this station is a small museum
of D.H.Railway and easy availability of refreshments for train passengers. The station being
located right in the city center passengers are free to visit the market buy or eat refreshment and
come back to board the train within the allowed train stoppage.
The original station building has been retained and is a good example of hill architecture, with
sloping roof.

Dajeeling OLD &New station
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Kurseong Station

CHAPTER Nine
THE SOUTH
Introduction of rail transport in southern India also kept pace with its advent in the rest of the sub
continent and Madras Railway company had opened its first 105 Km long section between
ARCOT (Madras) and Raypuram way back in 1856.
It was extended to the West coast up to Kadalundi Kalicut) in 1861. The line was extended to
Renigunta in 1862. Jollarpet Bangalore line was opened in 1864. Rail services were extended on
Ranigunta Raichur section in 1871. In the same year, through train services between Madras
and Bombay were also started.
In the southern most part of the country, the great Southern Indian Railway company started the
rail services between Nagpattanam and Trichrapalli in 1862 which was extended up to ERODE in
1869.
Rail construction in southern India provided a unique opportunity to the local architects and artists
to display their skills, which are so manifest in temple and royal palace architecture of the south,
particularly those enshrined in the famous temples of Meenakshi, Rameshwaram, Kanchi,
Tanjore, and other shrines. South Indian architecture is very well known for its massive design
and subtle intricacy of miniature decorations The huge temple structure at Meenakshi has been
carved out of a single hill. Rameshwaram on the other hand with its thousand stone pillars
creates an image of vast and awesome expanse and majesty. Use of black stone, beautifully
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carved images and frescos are the specialty of this style. Although the railway companies were
owned by the British and their engineers were not familiar with the local cultural traditions, easy
availability of local construction material and extraordinary artistic skills of local artists gave rise to
a unique synthesis of architectural style where the external form conformed to the European
architecture ,and entire internal decoration followed the local traditional art forms.
The best example of this is the grand structure of Madras (now Chennai). The external
appearance of the building conforms to British architecture. The central clock tower is reminiscent
of the Big Ben of British parliament. The domes at the corners of the building provide an
exquisite balance and symmetry to the entire structure .. The building is uniformly spread on both
sides of the central tower and is almost square. The photograph taken in 1925 captures the
majestic form and exquisite beauty of the whole structure.

Madras Central
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With the growth in suburban passenger traffic, a new terminal building has been constructed.
along with the Chennai main terminal . This multi storied structure has modern architecture and
accommodates additional offices and catering and resting facilities.
While mentioning the south Indian architecture mention must be made of Kanya Kumari station.
This is last strip of the Indian mainland and confluence of Bay of Bengal, Indian ocean and
Arabian sea. Kanya kumari is one of the most picturesque tourist spots for viewing the sunrise
and sunset, and the Vivekanand Memorial built in 1970 on the rock where the great saint had
meditated.
Southern railways Kanya Kumari station architecture assimilates the essence of the place and is
an ideal location for viewing the majestic sunset and sunrise.
SOUTH CENTRAL railway
The south central railway came into being on 2 nd October 1956, by carving out portions of central
and Southern railways.
Since old NIZAM Railway had earlier been integrated in this zone, the station buildings on this
railway represent some of the unique architectural styles, which had evolved in the old Hyderabad
kingdom, for building its palaces, courts and forts.
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The station building at Secunderabad has been designed as a huge fort. On the other hand the
Hyderabad station called Kachiguda is an excellent example of the love for the exquisite and great
prosperity of the NIZAM state .Made of white marble, the building has the elegance of a royal
palace.
The architectural style has a unique fusion of the Indian and Muslim styles with the central dome
giving it the appearance of a temple. The domes at the corners are reminiscent of a mosque.
The setting of the building, its lateral expansion add to the grace of this beautiful structure.

Hyderabad is one of the few towns in India which is known for its neatly designed and planned city
structure and also the architectural monuments like Charminar associated with the royalty.
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Secundrabad, which was the main railway station of NIZAM STATE Railway, is presently the
most important Broad gauge passenger terminal of S.C.Railway.
The most attractive architectural movement of SC Rly is its head quarters office n RAIL NILAYAM
– built as a multi storied structure in the most modern architecture, the building provides immense
delight to the visitors. Of the new zonal head quarter offices constructed in independent India Rail
Nilayam is indeed the most artistic architectural creation. The most impressive part of the building
complex is an attractive garden, which surrounds the building on three sides providing an
excellent back drop to the neat symmetrical and compact box type structure, where the space
utilization has been accorded high priority.

SC Railways construction skills are not limited to mere construction of buildings. . The engineers
and architects have made significant contribution in designing and building of two major bridges
on Godawari river, which display technological skills and aesthetics of a very high order.
Built near Raj Mundhri, the first one is a rail cum road bridge and is known as Godawari bridge
No.2. To cope up with increased traffic volumes the new Godavari bridge No.3 uses the latest
bridge design and construction technology. Its bow string type girders add to grace and beauty of
the structure.
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Chapter 10
KONKAN RAILWAY
Laid along the Western ghats, and , passing through a difficult hilly terrain and dense forests., the
railway line is a technical marvel. The construction work on this 760 KM long rail project started
on October 1990 and was completed well before the scheduled date within the estimated costs,
The first train was inaugurated by Prime Minster of India on 26.1.1998.
Konkan railway provides the shortest rail link between the North & the south and has reduced the
distance between Mumbai and Mangalore from 2041 Kms to 914 Kms. This means a reduction of
1127 Kms in the distance and cost of travel. The journey time itself has reduced by 26hours..
Indian Railways had been planning execution of this massive project, for quite some time .Indeed
it was a hundred year old dream which has now come true. While accomplishing this challenging
task Knokan Railway has undertaken a very large number of novel experiments in the field of rail
architecture and built, bridges and station buildings which are monuments of technological marvel
and architectural excellence of very high order.
The longest bride on the railway on SARAVATI river has the picturesque setting of a tourist spot.

NADI bridge near Panvel is the highest rail bridge in Asia and its 64 meter tall piers have the
height of Kutub Minar.
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All the 58 station buildings of Konkan Railway are in perfect harmony with their surroundings.
Their architectural style reflect local traditions and is indeed very attractive. The six stations
buildings selected represent the very best in Rail Architecture in modern India ..
Ratna giri – Famous for ALPHANSO mangoes all the world over, the station building of
Ratnagiri is like a modern abstract painting.

Mundgaon – Being the main station serving Goa’s capital Panaji the building reflects its cultural
heritage, jest for life and the colourful landscape. Use of roof tiles, and red colour immediately
attracts the attention of the visitors.
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CHIPLUN staton is distinguished by its square dome .

Karmali – The unique setting of this station, with dense vegetation all around make it highly
attractive.
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Murdeshwar – The transparent structure balances simplicity and elegance.

UDUPI – The station building of UDUPI, with its temple architecture is the best of all. The
building has been very well landscaped, which enhances the architectural beauty of the structure.
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KARWAR – exquisite setting of the station building within dense forests and green hills makes
this structure look like a star hotel or a pleasure resort.
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CHAPTER 11
Rail Architecture in the New Millennium
Delhi Metro
In the national capital city of Delhi, with the current population of above 19 million, till 2002 , the
only means of urban mobility had been road transport. As a result the transport system and
infrastructure had not been able to keep pace and cope with the growth in urban population. And
its mobility needs.
Unlike the other megacities in the country like Mumbai Kolkata, and Chennai where Indian
Railways suburban system is the main transport mode of inter urban commuting ,,the Indian
Railways suburban system has provided scant support to the mobility needs of the city of Delhi
for the commuting population from satellite towns of Gaziabad ,Faridabad ,Noida Gurgaon,
Aligharh ,Merrut Rewari and Panipat.etc.
As a result the capital city of New Delhi has acquired the unique distinction of having a road
vehicle population far exceeding the total numbers of road vehicles in Mumbai .Kolkata and
Chennai combined. This has made New Delhi a case study of perpetual chaos on all its roads
with the average speed of vehicles. even on arterial routes during peak hours being as low as 10
KMPH. during fair weather.
Of all the problems encountered by the city dwellers, rich and poor alike ,is the rank inadequacy
of public transport. which affects their quality of life most adversely. Preponderance of two
wheelers and three wheelers in the city’s vehicle population decelerates the movement further.
This results in high levels of vehicular emissions leading to air pollution and very heavy incidence
of road accidents causing fatalities and injuries. every year.
Inadequacy of transport availability also affects large number of tourists who arrive Delhi to visit
cultural movements of this historic city which is also the national capital Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation set up to provide a world class Mass Rapid Transit System to the city commuters has
already completed its second phase comprising 191 Km of metro network on six lines and an
Airport Express line from New Delhi to the Indira Gandhi International Airport , reducing travel
time from city center to the airport to 20 minutes as against the current transit time of over an
hour.
Delhi Metro has also for all times to come changed the skyline of Luytens Delhi with metro tracks
on open via ducts running along the city roads as also over 25 kms of underground network on the
densest part of the city between Vivshwavidyalaya and Qutub Minar Presently carrying 25 lac
commuters daily ,it has substantially added to city public transports capacity to afford world class
comfort ,cleanliness punctuality and speed of transit to city commuters.

The master plan of metro network in the city of Delhi envisages building of about 400 Kms of
Metro rail network by the year 2020.to cater to a population of over 25 million. making it the third
most populated urban conglomerate in the world next only to Tokyo, and Mumbai.
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Delhi Metro Rail Corporation has used the latest world class technology for both construction and
operation. The track is mostly ballast less, trains are air conditioned, train movement is computer
controlled with cab signaling and tickets are issued by automatic fare collection system, issuing
contact less smart cards and tokens. The system is designed to have train frequencies of 2 and 3
minutes with a capacity to carry 60,000 passengers per hour in each direction. on each of the
lines.
While inducting the very latest technology in all spheres of its working, the station layout and
building designs have incorporated architectural designs which combine the latest technology and
the most current aesthetic concepts. The station concourse is elegant and over designed to meet
future traffic needs and high quality artwork has been used to adorn the entire structure.
The philosophy of station design is customer focused, providing easy access and egress though
escalators, stair cases and lifts, special arrangements have been made for the visually
handicapped(using brail tiles) and other handicapped persons. The passenger information
display system provides timely information to passengers about train arrivals departures, delays
etc. It is estimated that the time for exiting from any part of the station building shall not exceed
six minutes.
Efforts have been made to integrate the metro network with Indian Railway stations,, buses and other modes
of transport by providing adequate traffic interchange abd parking facilities.
To facilitate access to its commuters Delhi Metro, operates feeder buses from residential areas to
metro stations
The station buildings of DMRC rightly redefine the rail architecture and one of their most
distinguishing feature is the use of additional space for property development or commercial
explorations. The railway system all the world over have found this an important source for
enhancement of their revenue. It also makes available to the passenger facilities like parking ,
banks, ATM’s, , shopping arcades within the easy reach eliminating need for further transport.
This innovative plan of DMRC is the beginning of a new Chapter in rail architecture.. Each one of
these stations is in perfect harmony with the adjoining environment and combines the best
architectural styles currently in vogue .All the stations have been beautifully landscaped and
decorated with attractive murals .

Delhi Metro has also become a trend setter for commissioning of similar metro systems in other
cities of the country like Mumbai ,Chennai Bangalore Kolkata Jaipur etc to whom it has provided
all the necessary assistance and technical support The present network of Delhi Metro has six
lines as under-

Line
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Length (Kms)

No. of Stations
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Line No.1- Dilshad Garden – Rithala

25.1

21

Line No.2- Jahangirpuri – Huda City center

44.36

34

Line No.3- Dwarka Sector 21 – Noida city Center

46.79

41

Line 4 Yamuna Bank – Anand Vihar ISBT – Vaishali

8.74

7

Line 5 Inderlok – Kirti Nagar – Mundka

18.47

16

Line 6 Central Secretariat – Badarpur

20.16

15

Airport Express Line

22.70

6

Station Architecture of Delhi Metro
Station buildings in Delhi Metro have been designed by a team of dedicated architects who have
taken great care to ensure that the functional transportation structure is
 aesthetically designed ,
 merges well with the location specific features of habitation,
 takes care of commuters needs of easy access and safe connectivity with complementary
transport modes,
 makes ample provision for the future traffic growth,
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 Both on open via ducts and in underground stations need of pedestrians for grade
separated entry and exit to metro premises is ensured by grade separation of metro
entry/exits from vehicular movement on roads
 All Underground stations are fully air conditioned, ,conform to international standards for
ventilation, Fire detection,& Suppression and safe evacuation with separate entry for
emergency services like Fire or police Personnel.
Enhancement of station premises both exterior and internal has been gracefully done by art work
in complete harmony with city s’ cultural heritage as can be seen from the following .
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Kashmere Gate
One of the largest traffic handling stations and an interchange station between Line 1 (elevated )and 2 (
underground) the station has 4/5 levels and a built in area of S one ofth e largest in Delhi Metro.

Kashmeregate platforms
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Art WORK at Kashmere Gate station
Inderlok station on Line 1

The station serves an important interchange point with Line number 6The ornate building
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Metro Bhawan Is the corporate Head Quarters’ Office of Delhi Metro.This elegant eight
storied structure located in the heart of the city next ot Barakhambha Road metro station is
one of most modern office buildings in the city,
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JNLStadium Station Interior
The station serving the expanded JawaharLal Nehru Stadium was specially designed to cater to
the needs of Common wealth Games2010.
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Chapter 12 The Global Scenario
More than just a platform and tracks, rail stations are often the centre piece of a nation's transport
infrastructure
Till the invention of aircrafts rail had a complete monopoly in long distance passenger transport including
intercontinental journeys in combination with shipping and most developed nations in the world created
some of the most exquisite station buildings .in harmony with their distinctive cultures.

2. The most picturesque station in the world
Luzern also called Lucerne in Switzerland is definitely the prettiest station .in the world.

Lucerne railway station is located over the Reuss River on the edge of Lake Lucerne in Switzerland.
It is a terminal station serving both domestic and international trains on several rail lines .of Swiss railway.
The new expansive and elegant railway station was designed by Santiago Calatrava.It has 14 platforms and
a large underground shopping arcade which provides seamless connection to buses ,trains and boats .The
station follows the European design of placing all platforms at a level higher than ground level or concourse
which has all descriptions of passenger amenities including restaurants and shops .
Platforms are accessible through a wide passage where escalators/and staircases are available at regular
intervals .Before going to the platform the ticket has to be validated on a machine .Generally platforms are
empty and passengers wait in the concourse till the train arrival/departure is announced.
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In 1998 an underground connection to the neighboring Culture and Convention Center was opened. In 1999,
the entrance was rebuilt to allow new double Decker rolling stock to operate.The station connects the
following five lines of Swiss rail
Zürich–Lucerne
Gotthard line
Olten–Lucerne
Bern–Wolhusen–Lucerne
Brünig railway

3 .Record breaking stations with maximum number of passenger Entry and Exits in the world.
The following ten rail stations are considered record breaking in terms of the number of passengers handled,
trains dealt with and overall performance.
Grand Central Terminal, New York, US

New York's Grand Central Terminal is the world's largest station in terms of platform capacity. with opening of Long
Island Rail Road's new station below the existing levels..it houses a staggering 48 platforms and 75 tracks over two
levels below ground, platforms Covering an area of 48 acres, the station serves commuters travelling in New York
State on the Metro-North Railroad to Westchester, Putnam and Dutchess counties, as well as Fairfield and New
Haven counties in Connecticut.
The station replaced the original Grand Central Station, which was demolished in phases between 1903 and
1913.Today's structure was designed by the architectural firms Reed and Stem and Warren and Wetmore.
Gare du Nord, Paris, France
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Gare Du Nord is reportedly Europe's busiest railway station in terms of total passenger numbers and the world's
second-largest station in terms of passenger capacity. The station predominantly operates trains to Northern France
but also offers high-speed connections to various international destinations such as the UK, Belgium, Germany and
Holland. At the moment services are operated at the station by SNCF, Eurostar and Thalys.
Gare Du Nord was constructed between 1861 and 1864 and designed by the French architect Jacques Hittorff.
Shinjuku Station, Tokyo, Japan

Shinjuku is often referred to as the world's busiest station in terms of daily passenger throughput. The station acts as a
hub to connect rail traffic between central Tokyo and its western suburbs through a range of inter-city rail, commuter
rail and metro lines. The station recorded an average of 3.64 million people per day in 2007.

Shinjuku Station was opened in 1885 and is now home to a range of rail operators including East Japan Railway
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Company (JR East), Odakyu, Keio, Tokyo Metro and Toei. JR East section of the station alone has seven groundlevel island platforms and 14 tracks, and handles an average of 1.5 million passengers per day.

Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus, Mumbai, India

Mumbai's Chhatrapati Shivaji Terminus is one of India's most historic and busiest stations. The station serves Central
Railway trains – which covers much of the state of Maharashtra and parts of North-Eastern Karntaka and Southern
Madhya Prades, making it the largest out of 16 of Indian Railways zones – alongside the Mumbai suburban railway.
The station was designed by Frederick William Stevens in 1887–88 and is renowned for its gothic style, which bears
more than a passing resemblance to London's St Pancras station. The station also featured prominently in the 2008
Academy Award winning movie Slumdog Millionaire.

Nagoya Station, Nagoya, Japan
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Japan's Nagoya Station is the world's largest station in terms of floor area, which according to some sources stands at
an astonishing 446,000m². It is the headquarters of the Central Japan Railway Company (JR Central), which has two
towers that run atop of the station.
The station was completed in December 1999 and reportedly recorded an average of 1,140,000 passengers per day in
2006, making it at the time Japan's sixth-busiest station.

4 The Highest Train Stations in the world

Tanggula Railway Station
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Tanggula railway station building

The Tanggula (Dangla) railway station( pinyin: táng gǔ lā zhàn) is a railway station located in Amdo County,
Tibet Autonomous Region, China, near the border with the Tanggula Town, Qinghai. It is located at an astonishing
5,068m above sea level and caters to the Qingzang railway – a high-altitude network that connects Xining, Qinghai
Province to Lhasa in the Tibet.The railway station has three tracks, one of them served by platform, and another one
served by a very short sub-platform.
This unstaffed station on the Qingzang railway was opened for service on July 1, 2006., The station offers stunning
views of the Taggula Mountain, making it a sightseeing hotspot for tourists It surpassies all other previous high
altitude stations in the world as shown below-

Highest train stations of the world
N Station
1 Tanggula
Tanggula North
2
Tanggula South
4 Tuoju
5 Zhajiazangbu
6 Ticlio
7 Buqiangge
8 Cóndor
9 Galera
10 Jiangkedong
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Elevation
5,068 m (16,627 ft)
4,950 m (16,240 ft)
4,890 m (16,043 ft)
4,886 m (16,030 ft)
4,829 m (15,843 ft)
4,823 m (15,823 ft)
4,786 m (15,702 ft)
4,781 m (15,686 ft)
4,778 m (15,676 ft)

Country
China
China
China
China
China
Peru
China
Bolivia
Peru
China

Rail ine
Xining-Golmud-Lhasa
Xining-Golmud-Lhasa
Xining-Golmud-Lhasa
Xining-Golmud-Lhasa
Xining-Golmud-Lhasa
Lima-Huancayo
Xining-Golmud-Lhasa
Rio Mulatos-Potosí
Lima-Huancayo
Xining-Golmud-Lhasa

It is a matter of immense tribute to Chinese rail engineers that of the ten highest stations in the world , seven are
onGolmud Lhasa Line of which Tanggula is the highest,. It is no more than 1 kilometer away from the highest point
of rail track at 5,072 meters.
The platform is 1.25 km long and covers 77002 square meters.
5 Impact of High Speed Trains on Station Architecture
With Japanese National Railway re inventing rail transport technology by running trains at 215km/hour
in 1964
,which was closely followed by French TGV, German ICE trains ,and a number of other numbers of major rail
systems running trains at speeds above 200kms per hour (current definition of HST) there was a rail renaissance
which nearly brought to a near halt, the post war road revolution with cars buses and trucks emerging as the
dominant mode of freight and passenger transport .all the world over causing vehicular emissions of a magnitude to
threaten the earth climate.
Similarly jet air crafts which had the largest market share in medium to long distance international/domestic
passenger transport were either completely wiped out in trip lengths of 3 to 4 hrs or their share was marginalized.
In this era of High Speed trains (defined as Trains running at speeds of 250kms/hr and above on new tracks and
200km+/hr on existing tracks ) again rail infrastructure including train stations have been revamped to match their
current role both in developing and developed economies.
The list placed below indicates the current network length and under construction which places China in the first
position. India which has identical needs is yet to firm up its plans.

Country
China

In operation (km)
8358

Under construction (km)
6277 (approx.)

Total Country (km)
10025 (approx.)

Spain

1983

1761

3744

Japan

1986

510

2496

France

1897

209

2106

Germany

1032

378

1410

Italy

923

0

923

Turkey

457

308

745

South Korea

330

82

412

Taiwan

345

0

345

Belgium

209

0

209
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The
Netherlands

120

0

120

United
Kingdom

113

0

113

Switzerland

35

72

107

That High Speed nationwide rail net work is the cornerstone of the Future of Long Distance
transport has now been recognized by The United States as well can be seen from the following –
“The USA took a first step toward building a national high-speed rail network when the Obama
administration announced the winners of $8 billion in grants for rail-building projects "We want to start
looking deep into the 21st century," President Obama said at a town hall meeting in Tampa. "There's no “
This is America. There's no reason why the future of travel should lie somewhere else beyond our borders.
Building a new system of high-speed rail in America will be faster, cheaper and easier than building more
freeways or adding to an already overburdened aviation system –- and everybody stands to benefit .This
aptly sums up the railways ole in providing sustainable transport infrastructure for tomorrow”

Although it is heartening to note that of the ten record breaking stations in the world Victoria Terminus
station of Mumbai is included(details at page ),,the glaring absence of main line rail support to mega cities
in India generally ,and to the national capital city of Delhi in particular (which is to rank third most
populated city in the world in2020 next only to TOKYO and Mumbai) is indeed startling.
Comparison of directional rail terminals currently operative in London ,Paris and Moscow and their
expansive infrastructure with the rail terminals in Delhi not only reinforces the need of manifold increase
in the main line rail support to the mobility needs of the city population it also has a role in redefining the
design ,,function ,number and location of future rail terminals in Delhi and other mega cities in the country.
.This should make the planners realize that making New Delhi a world class station is a mere slogan to be
carefully shunned as a mere waste of scarce resources in the expanse of futility only aggravating the
problems of the rail users. by further increasing the extreme overcrowding and congestion all around and
inside New Delhi station premises. "

The correct model will be to to go in for High Speed which creates capacity in excess of demand ,.competes
with Airlines, is 60 times more energy efficient and hence sustainable for the environment , is affordable for
the masses ,avoids wasteful journey and delays of security checks at airports ,and then create a set of
compact directional terminals with modern design doing away with killer over bridges and steep stair cases
,which happen to be hall mark of Indian railways current station./terminal building design.
A farsighted and imaginative plan for the city of Delhi the national capital of India should follow the
arrangements already existing in the world class cities in UK,France,Russia and China.
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Moscow Railway Terminals
As against the city of Delhi being served by 4 major terminals at New Delhi,Hazarat Nizamuddin Old Delhi
and Anand Vihar and two minor terminals at Shahdara and SaraiRohhila the city of Moscow has 9 major
rail terminals and two stations that connect the city to nearly every corner of Russia. This does not include
metro and suburban stations., they are:










Belorusskiy vokzal, serves the north-west bound railways.
Kazanskiy vokzal serves south and south-east destinations. Was previously called “Ryazanskiy
vokzal”.
Kievskiy vokzal is the terminal station for trains to Ukraine. also serves “AeroExpress” to Vnukovo
airport.
Kurskiy vokzal is for Southern destinations. One can get to Ukraine from here as well, specifically
the resort city of Krym.
Leningradskiy vokzal – connects to St. Petersburg, as well as numerous other destinations.
Paveletskiy vokzal – serves “Domodedovo” airport by “Aeroexpress”.also Sseveral important
destinations, like Kazakhstan, Caucasus and Central Asia.
Rizhskiy vokzal – apart from local destinations, there are trains leaving to Riga, the capital of
Latvia..
Savelovskiy vokzal – is strictly due north.. This rail terminal also partly serves the destionations of
“Belorusskiy”.
Yaroslavskiy vokzal –serves trains going to China, Mongolia or North Korea

It is in fact the massive Moscow Rail Terminals which make Moscow the capital of this vast country.
Without them, all the life in the city would cease, as there would be no inflow of goods – and no
workforce to make the city “tick”., Like any world class city, Moscow is not run by its residents alone.
The city requires huge masses of people to move in and out on the daily basis, and there is no better
way to do it than by rails .In fact, railways are not only crucial for Moscow, but also for the entire
Russia Like Russia India has the same sustainable
transport need for its current and future
population.
When at the end of October 1837, the first steam train departed from St. Petersburg to the town of
"Tsarskoe Selo", people (and many government officials), saw railroads as something extremely
exotic that will never make its way in Russia. However, the highest-ranking decision makers,
including Tsars, had the farsighted vision and clearly understood that Russia does not really have a
future without those iron horses..

Kievskiy terminal
One of the most beautiful stations in Moscow it is the only railway station to have a frontage on the
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Moskva River.As the name suggests there are regular services to Kiev as well as Belgrade, Zagreb, Varna,
Bucharest, Sofia, Nish, Budapest, Prague, Vienna, Venice &Ukraine. . The terminal also serves
“AeroExpress” to Vnukovo airport Construction of the modern building according the design of architect
Alexey Shchusev started in 1913 and ended in 1940. The building resembles the Söyembikä Tower in
Kazan.

The lovely "Kievskiy" Moscow rail terminal.

Kievsky Rail Terminal as seen from the Moskva River embankment.

Leningradsky Rail Terminal is the oldest of Moscow's nine principal railway stations. Situated on
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Komsomolskaya Square, the station serves north-western directions, notably Saint Petersburg. International
services from the station include Tallinn, Estonia, operated by GoRail, and Helsinki, Finland.The station was
constructed between 1844 and 1851 to an eclectic design by Konstantin Thon as the terminus of the MoscowSaint Petersburg Railway, a pet project of Emperor Nicholas I. Regular connection was opened in 1851. Initially
it was known as Peterburgsky (i.e., Rail Terminal for Petersburg). Upon the Emperor's death five years later, the
station was named Nikolayevsky (and the railway Nikolayevskaya) after him and retained this name until 1924,
when the Bolsheviks renamed it Oktyabrsky Station (and the railway Oktyabrskaya), to commemorate the
October Revolution. The present name was given a year later when the city of Petrograd became
Leningrad.Thon's design follows closely that of the station's counterpart in St. Petersburg. The monotonous
regularity of rustication and pilasters is enlivened with Italianate details (ground floor windows strongly
reminiscent of the Palazzo Rucellai) and an elegant clock tower at the centre (probably inspired by the Palazzo
Senatorio in Rome). The interior of the station was modernized and renovated in 1950 and 1972.

"Leningradskiy" terminal

YaroslavskYaroslavskiy
–Is one of the most important terminals in the city of Moscow for trains going to China,
Mongolia or North Korea Ural, Siberia or Russian Far East The building of Yaroslavasky was
completed rrenovated as can be seen belowA simple
in Moscow.
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Yaroslavskiy terminal the Past and the Present

Is

.
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Directional rail terminals in Beijing
Beijing has long been the largest railway hub in China. There are railway lines from Beijing to Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Kowloon, Harbin, Qinhuangdao, Baotou, Yuanping, Chengde, and Tianjin.
Currently , Beijing Railway Station handles 173 trains daily, while Beijing West Railway Station has 232 trains,
Beijing South has 163 trains,& Beijing North has 22.trains.
The state-of-the-art Beijing South Railway Station serves as the Beijing terminus for the Beijing-Tianjin high-speed
train, one of the fastest regular passenger train service in the world, as well as other high-speed CRH trains.
International trains to cities in Mongolia, Russia, Vietnam and North Korea, all run through Beijing.

The Beijing Railway Station Beijing Railway Station (Chinese: 北京站; pinyin: Běijīng Zhàn) is one of Beijing's
railway stations, opened in the 1950s, its architecture merges with traditional architecture It is centrally located.
The traffic load of Beijing Railway Station despite opening of the Beijing West Railway Station in 1996.is quite
formidable as, train services for Manchuria (including Harbin, Shenyang and Dalian), Shandong (including
Qingdao, Jinan), Eastern Seaboard (including Shanghai, Nanjing and Hangzhou) as well as for Inner and Outer
Mongolia depart from this station. The remainder depart from Beijing West. Some international lines (notably the
railway line linking Beijing to Pyongyang, North Korea (DPRK), amongst others), also depart from this station.

Beijing West post
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北京西站

Opened in early 1996 it was the largest railway station in Asia The station serves in average 150,000–180,000
passengers per dayr It was expanded in 2000 and had a vast amount parking lots added.Trains departing from
Beijing West leave for destinations to the West (including Xi'an, Chongqing and Chengdu), as well as trains for
Lhasa and Urumqi in the far West of China and the Beijing-Guangzhou and Beijing-Kowloon Main Trunk
Lines.The well-known Jingjiu Railway, or Beijing-Kowloon Railway line,starts from this railway station.Since
the opening of the Qingzang railway in 2006, it is possible to catch a direct train to Lhasa from this station.

Beijing North Station

北京北站
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Beijing North Railway Station (Chinese: 北京北站; pinyin: Běijīng Běi Zhàn),:. was built in 1905 as
one of the original stations on the Jingzhang Railway, .Beijing North provides regular intercity train
services to the north and northwest, including the Huhhot-Manzhouli Grasslands Express (It is also the
southern terminus for the S2 Line of the Beijing Suburban Railway.
Beijing South Station
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The current Beijing South Railway Station is a new and massive railway station on the south side
of Beijing that opened on August 1, 2008. The new station replaced the old Beijing South
Station, reportedly the largest in Asia, joins the Beijing Railway Station and the Beijing West
Railway Station as the third major passenger rail hub in the Chinese capital. It will serve as the
terminus for high-speed trains to the city, including the Beijing–Tianjin Intercity Rail, which can
reach speeds above 350 km/h. The station is connected with the Subway Line 4 and will be
connected with Line 14.
The enormous oval-shaped station was designed by the UK/Hong Kong architecture firm of Terry
Farrell and Partners in collaboration with the Tianjin Design Institute. The glass ceiling is fitted
with 3,246 solar panels to generate electricity. The structure spreads out like a ray or trilobit and
covers 320,000 square meters。 Its 24 platforms have the capacity to dispatch 30,000 passengers
per hour. The 251,000 m2 waiting area can accommodate 10,000 passengers.
.

A CRH3 Electric multiple unit train at Tianjin Station.

The state-of-the-art Beijing South Railway Station re-opened in August 2008, and serves as the Beijing terminus for
the Beijing-Tianjin high-speed train, one of the fastest regular passenger train service in the world, as well as all
other high-speed CRH trains. International trains to cities in Mongolia, Russia, Vietnam and North Korea, all run
through Beijing.The Beijing–Tianjin Intercity Railway is a high-speed rail, passenger-dedicated line between
Beijing and Tianjin in China. The 117 km line was built to accommodate trains traveling at a maximum speed of
350 km/h (217 mph), and currently carries CRH high-speed trains running speeds up to 330 km/h (205 mph). When
the line opened on August 1, 2008, it set the record for the fastest conventional train service in the world, and
reduced travel time between the two largest cities in northern China from 70 to 30 minutes.

Modal integration
. A look at Moscow metro map, will indicate that all of the 9 terminals are directly connected to Moscow metro
stations positioned right on the ring line to allow maximum connectivity between long distance, intercity
,suburban and intra urban transport . providing seamless connectivity of the entire nation to the capital city,
. Moscow’s train stations are all connected to the metro and therefore very easily accessible from most points in
the city.
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London
The London station group is a ring of eighteen stations served by the National Rail network in central London,
England. Most are terminal stations, although a few are through stations or have a combination of terminal and
through platforms.
All current stations in the group are in London fare zone 1indicating that terminal transfers are the lowest priced
tickets providing fastest connections between main line ,,intercity, ,suburban and metro destinations.. The large
number of terminal stations s explained by the refusal of Parliament to allow railway lines to enter the
centre of London in the 19th century, causing them to form a ring, connected by underground
railway.Their location and annual Traffic volumes are indeed very impressive ,reinforcing the point made
earlier of having dedicated directional terminals and their being linked to the metro network.
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Category
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St Pancras Train Station London

St Pancras Station

The original St Pancras station, with its vast single span roof and Victorian Gothic facade, opened in 1868 and
became the most beautiful station in London Now fully restored to handle the 400-metre-long Eurostar trains, and
given a stunning contemporary look it has been renamed as St Pancras International. Is the most famous rail
terminal being the Eurostar train terminal in London. Frequent services run to Paris and beyond. There are
services to the East Midlands of England via Luton,to towns like Nottingham and Sheffield.
Other fast services have been introduced notably to Ashford and Dover port using the massive recent investment
in the Eurostar line.
Also serving Kings Cross and St Pancras is the First Capital trains with direct and frequent services to both Luton
and Gatwick Airports.

Kings Cross stations main use is for services up the East Coast Line to Scotland via York and Newcastle. There
are also some suburban commuter trains to just north of London from Kings Cross
King's Cross is the London terminus for the east coast main line. The station was opened in 1852 and the station
roof, the largest at the time, was supposedly modeled on the riding school of the Czars of Moscow. Kings Cross
St Pancras in fact constitute the major transport hub in Central London
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Kings Cross Station

Waterloo station, also known as London Waterloo, is a major railway terminus in central London, owned and
operated by Network Rail. It is in the London Borough of Lambeth, near the South Bank, and in Travel Card Zone
1.
With some 88 million passengers a year, Waterloo is easily Britain's busiest railway station in terms of passenger
throughput. The total number of people passing through the station is considerably greater, as this figure is based
on ticket sales for London Waterloo alone and does not include usage data for the Underground and Waterloo
East. The Waterloo complex is one of the busiest passenger terminals in Europe, comparable to the Gare SaintLazare and second only to the Gare du Nord in Paris. It has more platforms and a greater floor area than any other
station in the UK. It is the terminus of a network of railway lines in Surrey, Berkshire, Hampshire, South West
England, and the south-western suburbs of London.While most of Waterloo's traffic is essentially local or
suburban in character, there are also regular "main line" express services to longer-distance destinations, the most
important of which are Portsmouth, Southampton, and Bournemouth, all on the south coast
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Waterloo Station
Victoria Victoria station, also known as London Victoria, is a central London railway terminus and London
Underground station complex in the City of Westminster. It is named after nearby Victoria Street rather than Queen
Victoria. It is the second busiest railway terminus in London (and the UK) after Waterloo, and includes an air
terminal for passengers travelling by train to Gatwick Airport. There are effectively four railway stations on the
site: two serving main line routes in south eastern England, one underground station serving the District and Circle
Lines, and one deep-level tube line station.The mainline station's most important longer-distance destinations
include Brighton, Hove, Eastbourne, Canterbury and Dover. The area around the station is an an important
intermodal interchange point with other modes of transport:with a bus terminal is in the forecourt, and a terminal
for nationwide long-distance road coaches nearby..

Victoria Station
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Euston railway station, is a central London railway terminus in the London Borough of Camden and is the sixth
busiest rail terminal in London (by entries and exits). It is one of 18 British railway stations managed by Network
Rail,[6] and is the southern terminus of the West Coast Main Line. Euston is the main rail gateway from London
to the West Midlands, the North West, North Wales and part of Scotland. Its most important long-distance
destinations are Birmingham, Manchester, Liverpool and Glasgow.
It is connected to Euston tube station and near Euston Square tube station of the London Underground.

Liverpool Street
Liverpool Street is one of the busiest railway stations in London and serves Essex, East London and East Anglia
via One Railways. It was opened in 1874 by the Great Eastern Railway .The station features a very ornate roof
high above the train sheds.
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The station has 18 platforms. Platforms 1 - 8 serve trains on the West Anglia and Lee Valley lines through
Bethnal Green towards Chingford, Harlow, Stansted Airport, Cambridge and Kings Lynn. Platforms 9 and 10 are
generally for the Intercity services to Norwich and Harwich. The remainder serve the Great Eastern lines through
Stratford, towards Romford, Brentwood, Chelmsford, Colchester, Witham, Braintree, Clacton, Ipswich,
Peterborough, Southminster and Southend Victoria. The Harwich Boat Train runs twice a day to meet the
Harwich to Hook of Holland North Sea ferry.

Paddington
The station was opened in 1854. Brunel designed the station with Matthew Digby Wyatt doing the detailing.
Philip Charles Hardwick designed the Great Western Hotel at the end of the station. The roof originally consisted
of three spans and was extended to four in 1906.
The Great Western Railway served destinations from Cornwall through Wales, Birmingham and Birkenhead.
Today the station is the terminus for First Great Western and the Heathrow services. First Great Western serves
Cardiff and Swansea, Bath, Bristol, Exeter, Plymouth, Truro, Penzance, Cheltenham, Gloucester, Oxford,
Worcester and Hereford as well as occasional trains to the Cornish Riviera and North Wales. The 'Night Riviera'
sleeper service to Penzance is currently also the country's only Motorail train. Great Western Link is the suburban
stopping service. There are two services to Heathrow Airport from the station: Express is a fast service straight to
the airport, while Connect stops at individual stations. Paddington is due to be on the Crossrail 1 route that runs
from East London.
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PARIS
There are seven main terminal stations in Paris, each serving a different area of France, and some with
trains travelling to other parts of mainland Europe. Gare du Nord: It is third biggest railway station in
the world By the number of travelers, at around 180 million per year, it is the busiest railway station in
Europe It has 36 platforms at ground level and 4 platforms underground (no terminus),
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Paris Nord (or Gare du Nord, "North Station"). It offers connections with several urban transportation lines,
including Paris Métro and RER.
The Gare du Nord handles trains to Northern France, as well as to various international destinations such as
Belgium, Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The first Gare du Nord station building was designed
by Léonce Reynaud, professor of architecture at the École Polytechnique. The station was inaugurated on 14 June
1846,.The station had to be expanded and the new structure was designed by French architect Jacques Hittorff and
built between 1861 and 1864.

The façade was designed around a triumphal arch and used many slabs of stone. The building has the usual U-shape
of a terminus station. The main support beam is made out of cast iron. The sculptural program represents the cities
served by the company. The eight most majestic statues, which crown the building along the cornice line, illustrate
international destinations, with the ninth figure of Paris in the center. Twelve more modest statues of northern
French cities are arrayed lower on the facade.
With ever increasing traffic volume and new destinations particularly the Eurostar trains via the Channel Tunnel
the following allocation of rail platforms shows the diversity and range of services from Gare Du Nord







Platforms 1 and 2 :: Service platforms, not open to the public.
Platforms 3 to 6 :: Terminus of the London Eurostar via the Channel Tunnel.
Platforms 7 and 8 :: Thalys platforms for Belgium, Germany and the Netherlands.
Platforms 9 to 29 :: TGV North, Main Line trains, and the Picard TER
Platforms 30 to 40 :: Suburban station
In the basement, platforms 41 to 44 :: RER station
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There is a further construction project to build a connecting hallway between Gare du Nord and Gare de l'Est, which
is projected to open around the time when the new LGV Est begins serving the station.

2.The Gare Saint Lazare
It is the second busiest in Paris, behind the Gare du Nord, handling 4,00000 passengers daily.
The first station building was opened by Marie-Amélie (wife of Louis-Philippe of France) on 24 August 1837. The
first line served was the single track line to Le Pecq. In 1843 St-Lazare was the terminus for three lines; by 1900
this number had tripled. The station had 14 platforms in 1854 after several enlargements, and now has 27 platforms
sorted in six destination groups.


The Gare Saint Lazare is undergoing extensive renovation and modernisation.The beautiful facade has
already been restored. The respect for the architecture is essential as the Gare St Lazare is inventoried as a
Parisian Historic Monument
The new "dome" entry to the bottom right in the photo is a rapid access to Metro Line 14.
The work of expansion and preparation for the TGV Est will be ongoing until the end of 2007. In the
meantime everything is fully operational.

The Gare Saint-Lazare has been represented in a number of artworks. It attracted artists during the Impressionist
period and many of them lived very close to the Gare St-Lazare during the 1870s and 1880s.
Édouard Manet lived close by, and made the station world famous with his is painting "Le Chemin de Fer", this
canvas of now in the National Gallery of Art at Washington D.C., portrays a woman with a small dog and a book as
she sits facing us in front of an iron fence; a young girl to her left views the railroad track and steam beyond it.
Gustave Caillebotte also painted Le Pont de l’Europe (The Bridge of Europe) in 1876 (now in the Petit Palais,
Musée d’Art Moderne in Geneva, Switzerland) and "On the Pont de 1'Europe" in 1876-80 (Kimbell Art Museum,
Fort Worth). While the former picture looks across the bridge with the ironworks diagonally crossing the picture to
the right, with a scene of partially interacting chickens on the bridge to the left, the latter depicts the iron structure of
the bridge face-on in a strong close-up of its industrial geometry, with three male figures to the left side of the
painting all looking in different directions (the Pont de l'Europe is a massive bridge spanning the railyard of the
newly-expanded station, which at that time had an iron-work trellis

St-Lazare station from the Pont de l'Europe
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In 1877, painter Claude Monet rented a studio near the Gare Saint Lazare. That same year he exhibited seven
paintings of the railway station in an impressionist painting exhibition. He completed 11 paintings of this subject.
The Gare Saint-Lazare is served by long distance Intercity trains towards Normandy, and regional Transilien trains
to the western suburbs of Paris.
Paris St Lazare Station Building

:
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3 Gare Du Lyon Paris Lyon (or Gare de Lyon) is. It is the northern terminus of the Paris–Marseille railway. It is
named after the city of Lyon, a stop for many long-distance trains departing here, most en route to the south of
France. In general the station's SNCF services run to the south and east of France. The station also hosts regional
trains and the RER. It is served by the Gare de Lyon metro station. The station is located, on the north bank of the
river Seine, east of Paris.

The station was built for the World Exposition of 1900. On multiple levels, it is considered a classic example of the
architecture of its time. Most notable is the large clock tower atop one corner of the station, similar in style to the
clock tower of the United Kingdom Houses of Parliament, home to Big Ben.
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4 Paris Austerlitz

Front view of Gare Du Austerlitz

Paris Austerlitz (Austerlitz Station) is is situated on the left bank of the Seine in the southeastern part of the
city,. It is the terminal for the Paris-Bordeaux and Paris-Toulouse main lines, but since the introduction of
the TGV Atlantique — served by the Gare Montparnasse — Austerlitz has lost some of its long-distance
southwestern services. It is used by some 25 million passengers annually, about half the number passing
through Montparnasse.

Gare d'Austerlitz was built in 1840 in order to serve first the Paris-Corbeil then the Paris-Orleans line. The
station was originally called Gare d'Orléans. An 1865-1868 extension was designed by architect PierreLouis Renaud.

A large project of refurbishment of the Gare d'Austerlitz is currently underway. Four new tracks are in
construction and all the existing tracks are being covered. The interior will be rebuilt in order to receive the
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TGV Sud-Est and TGV Atlantique, partially transferred from the Gare de Lyon and Gare Montparnasse,
both of which have reached maximum capacity. All the work is planned to be fully realized by 2020, and
will allow a doubling of the station's activity.

Gare d'Austerlitz

5 Gare Montparnasse
Paris Montparnasse is, located in the Montparnasse area The station was opened in 1840, and rebuilt completely
in 1969, The old station was torn down and the Tour Montparnasse built on its spot. An extension was built in
1990 to host the TGV Atlantique
The station is used for the intercity TGV trains to destinations in the west and south-west of France
including Tours, Bordeaux, Rennes and Nantes. Additionally, it is served by several suburban and regional
services on the Transilien Paris– Montparnasse routes. There is also a metro station, and a high-speed
moving walkway.
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Gare Montparnasse
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6 Paris Est or Gare de l'Est, "
It is one of the largest and the oldest railway stations in Paris.not far from the Gare du Nord, facing the
boulevard de Strasbourg, part of the north-south axis of Paris created by Baron Haussmann.
The Gare de l'Est was opened in 1849 -, and was designed by the architect François Duquesney.,
Renovations to the station followed in 1885 and 1900. In 1931 it was doubled in size, with the new part of
the station built symmetrically with the old part. This transformation changed the surrounding neighborhood
significantly.
At the top of the west façade of the Gare de l'Est is a statue by the sculptor Philippe Joseph Henri Lemaire,
representing the city of Strasbourg, while the east end of the station is crowned by a statue personifying
Verdun, by Varenne. These two cities are important destinations serviced by Gare de l'Est.
On 4 October 1883, the Gare de l'Est saw the first departure of the Orient Express for Istanbul.
The Gare de l'Est is the terminus of a strategic railway network extending towards the eastern part of France
SNCF started LGV Est Europeen services from the Gare de l'Est on 10 June 2007, with TGV and ICE
services to north-eastern France, Luxembourg, southern Germany and Switzerland. Trains are initially
planned to run at 320 km/h (198 mph), with the potential to run at 350 km/h (217 mph), cutting travel times
by up to 2 hours.
This brief of the massive expansion of rail infrastructure in world class cities of London Paris and Moscow
would indicate the need to increase the capacity of existing rail terminals in Delhi manifold while setting up
new expanded directional rail terminals which will be capable of handling the High Speed Trains of
tomorrow which cannot be delayed any further if IR has to remain in business .
Lessons for the Indian Railways
To conclude, India with its sub continental size and its burgeoning population deserves to up grade it rail
technology and start operating High Speed Trains like China South Korea and Taiwan. Unless ,this is done
Indian Railway will not be able to provide the necessary support needed by the economy poised to become
one of the most powerful global economies.
High Speed Train operation will reduce travel time to one fourth ,do away with long waiting lists and
related malpractices in reservation system and eliminate rail accidents which take toll of innocent
passengers and outsiders. This will also halt unbridled growth of air lines which necessitate large scale
import of fossil fuel and also deplete ozone layer due to high atmospheric pollution built in air transport.
The infrastructure planners of Indian Railway must recognize the fact of primacy of modern high speed rail
and build suitable terminals to provide world class rail service to its customers.
The global experience also indicates that the new terminal stations should not have through lines for
bypassing trains ,which should be served by different stopping stations for passengers to board and get
off.This has a lot to do with station security as stations will have to be as safe as airports and their safety and
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security features can be substantially improved.if they are self contained terminals only. There is no
objection to their having service connections for transferring of trains coaches and locomotives etc
All rail terminals must also be transport hubs with a serving metro station and a bus terminal.forming an
essential part of station complex. Connectivity with urban transport systems is necessary for directional
terminals as passengers can shift from one terminal to the other at minimal cost in shortest time .

EPILOGUE
I hope this journey in the past gives a glimpse of the variety and richness of the architectural beauty of rail
structures in India. and abroad.
Most rail buildings on Indian railways are over hundred years old and have acquired the heritage status. It is
incumbent upon the railway management to take adequate steps for their up keep and time to time
renovation without jeopardizing their original structure. Conclusions that emerge from this not too
exhaustive a study may however provide useful insight in laying down suitable norms and guide lines for
designing of future rail terminals .
Need to engage architects
All the famous railway structures in India and abroad were designed by famous architects .The present
impression that railway engineers and Railways Design and Standard Organization are adequate to design
terminals and engaging an architect is wasteful expenditure is very unfortunate indeed.
The art and science of architecture as on date can effect sizeable economies and help in optimization of
space which is increasingly becoming a scarce commodity.
Vertical Integration
A look at the four most beautiful and important rail stations . designed by British architects ,namely
Victoria Terminus ,Bombay Central ,Howrah and Madras Central, one finds that at none of these stations
any over bridges were provided. All stations are accessible by negotiating 3 steps from the ground level..All
platforms are reached just by walking a few steps .There are no steep stair cases ,where due to overcrowding
,stampedes frequent take place ,killing and injuring innocent passengers.
That these stations built more than hundred years ago are fully functional despite hundred fold increase in
the number of passengers .only reinforces the need for engaging world class architects for designing of
modern rail terminals.
Scope for future expansion and growth –Rail terminals have traditionally been the city centers and are
generally the focal point of the city and an important center of its commercial and economic activities .It is
therefore necessary that adequate provision is kept in the initial plan itself for future needs for expansion
and growth .
Customer Safety
Customer is in the final analysis the center of all activities of the organization and the sole user of all
facilities planned and provided for..It is therefore essential that rail terminal plans put the comfort ,safety
and security of customers as the most important considerations while designing the physical infrastructure .
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Handicapped friendly Rail facility has to be accessible and usable by physically or visually handicapped
customers.
Information –With tremendous expansion in communication technology, it is necessarythat quality of
information provided is improved to match users perception .in terms of timeliness ,accuracy and
frequency..
Environment
Present Architectural norms take into full account need for minimizing environmental impacts of
mechanized transport .Rail architecture has necessarily to be in harmony with the surroundings and have
minimum impact on air ,water ,energy and ecology .Efficient architecture helps in improving cleanliness
Segregation of non essential activities
Encumbrances like parcel consignments and other peripheral activities create
impediments to passengers .Modern terminal designs segregate such activities to separate locations .
Modal integration
Integration of different modes of transport helps passengers by saving time and reducing costs .Planning for
integration can be easily effected by developing
compact multi modal terminals .
Property DevelopmentAll rail based transport systems world wide have realized that due to their central location in the city
structure ,planning for property development on their land has immense potential to increase their total
revenue .MTR, Hong Kong ,for example derives 40%of its revenue from property development.
The High Speed Rail network and ,MRTS ,particularly the underground systems are highly capital
intensive. Therefore all High Speed and rail based urban transit systems are planning to earn a sizeable part
of their revenue by Property Development to keep their fares
moderate and affordable for their customers.
To enhance facilities to the commuters by providing additional facilities Developing Information
Technology Parks ,office spaces ,shops and kiosks etc increases their ridership and users are greatly helped
as these locations are directly linked to an efficient public transport system.
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